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Savvy Asian Economies Fight Back!
Editor’s note:  Commander Hatonn has asked that we

share with you the following three articles from the 12/7/98
issue of  SPOTLIGHT newspaper.   You can fol low the
“destruction and takeover” game of the international Zionist
banksters (banking gangsters) quite well, especially as it is
being played out currently in the Asian arena.

We thank Dr. Overholt for assembling this material and
call your attention to related news in this week’s News Desk,
s tar t ing  on  page 2 .   We a lso  especia l ly  thank  THE
SPOTLIGHT newspaper for some very f ine, well written,
understandable investigative journalism in this arena of
international economic politics—an arena whose usual

complexity is made all the more incomprehensible by the crooks who
mastermind most of the diabolical engineering therein.

Remember that “all is connected to all” and the following three articles
skillfully make that point clear in showing how rigging the U.S. stock market
and world gold supplies are utilized as offensive weapons, along with political
puppets like Gore, in the Zionist bankster war for takeover and control of
countries.

So, you can imagine the magnitude of the uphill battle of those trying to
do genuine good towards assisting the Asian (and ultimately world) economic
situations.  It’s not an easy job!

—Dr. Edwin M. Young, Editor-In-Chief
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The  News  Desk
12/12/98    DR.  AL  OVERHOLT

SOROS  CALLS  FOR
OVERTHROW  OF  MAHATHIR

From the  INTERNET,  cour tesy  of  Sof ie
Mat t sson  <sof iem@algonet . se> ,  12 /6 /98:
[quoting]

[Source: New Straits Times, Dec. 5]
WIESBADEN—In the discussion period after his
speech at Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore
yesterday, Soros attacked the Malaysian prime
minister with only being occupied with bailing out
his “cronies”, and with deepening the country’s
f inancial crisis through the capital controls which
Mahathir has imposed.  “So I think what needs to
happen is, he needs to be removed from power,”
Soros said. “I hope that Anwar will be either let
out of jail, or if he’s put in jail, the public opinion
is going to turn against Mahathir.”  [End quoting]

SOROS:  “I’M  A  FIGMENT  OF
MAHATHIR’S  IMAGINATION”

From the  INTERNET, New Straits  Times ,
Washington, 12/5/98: [quoting]

George Soros was in rare form for his Johns
Hopkins  speech ,  accus ing  Pr ime Minis te r
Mahathir  of  s ingl ing him out  for  a t tack for
political reasons.  “I hardly knew the man’s name,”
Soros said of Dr. M.  “He really invented me.  He
needed me for his political purposes, so I’m a
f igment of his imagination.”     [End quoting]

MALAYSIANS  SLAM  SOROS

From the  INTERNET,  Utusan,  Malaysia ,
Kuala Lumpur, 12/6/98: [quoting]

Datuk Seri S. Samy Vellu, Works Minister and
head of the Malay Indian Association told the
state wire service Bernama: “Soros’ statement
clearly indicates a long-term plan of him and his
parasites to destroy the democratically-elected
government of this country.. . .  In view of his
self ish motives to enrich himself, he has chosen
to  des t roy  the  economy of  the  deve loping
nations.... Malaysia is one of the victims which is
now trying to recover from the economic wounds
inflicted by him on us.”  Samy Vellu added that if
it were up to Soros to decide who should lead a
country, “I think that will be the end of the world.
Soros has completely deviated from the principles
of non-interference of a citizen of one country to
another.   The day wi l l  come that  the  world
community should punish him for  economic
treason.”

Utusan Malaysia records similar sentiments
from UMNO Secretary General, also Culture, Arts
and Tourism Minister Sabbaruddin Chik, UMNO
Vice President and Education Minister Najib Tun
Razak,  senior  ministers  from several  s tates ,
including Pengang Chief Minister Dr. Koh Tsu
Koon,  who sa id  Soros  and cronies  are  “big
bullies”, who have murdered small countries.

“Soros needs to be removed from the world’s
f inancia l  and  capi ta l  markets .”   The  Malay
Chamber  of  Commerce  i ssued  a  s ta tement
condemning  Soros’ remarks  as  car r y ing  a
subversive and terrorist slant.  The leading dailies,

New Straits Times and The Star, will no doubt have
more in their Sunday edition.   [End quoting]

MALAYSIAN  OPPOSITION
REJECTS  SOROS’  SUPPORT

[Source: same as above, quoting]
Par t i  I s lam cha i rman,  and  head  of  the

Kelantan state government, Nik Abdul Aziz Nik
Mat responded to Soros, saying “We have asked
Soros to keep his mouth shut for quite a while and
there is no need for him to comment on Malaysia
in future.”  The Parti Gerakan, which was created
in the f irst flush of enthusiasm for “reformasi”,
after Anwar’s arrest, issued a statement today
ca l l ing  on  Malays ians  to  un i te  behind  Dr.
Mahathir and not be manipulated to turn against
him and the capital controls! “Parti  Gerakan
believes Malaysians are not foolish and will be
able to decipher the true intentions of Soros.”

In fact, Soros may have contributed to a delay
in registering a “reformasi” party to be headed by
Anwar’s  wife .   Despi te  expec ta t ions  to  the
contrary, no one turned up this weekend to make
the “reformasi” legal.  [End quoting]

[Source: New Straits Times, Dec. 5, quoting]
WIESBADEN, Dec. 5—THE WTO POLICY

OF THE UNITED STATES RUNS AGAINST THE
NATIONAL SOVEREIGNTY OF OTHER
NATIONS, charged the Malaysian International
Trade and Industry Ministry in its new annual
repor t ,  comment ing  on  the  t rade  sanc t ions
imposed by the States on the Cuban, Iranian and
Libyan  cases .  Pa r t icu la r ly  U.S .  sanc t ions
announced against any foreign companies that
want to invest more than $20 million in Iran, have
tried to deter the engagement of France’s Total
SA, Russia’s Gazprom and Malyasia’s Petronas
companies, from the planned development of
Iran’s South Pars gas f ield, the report said.  “This
prac t ice  under mines  the  sovere ign  r igh t  of
countries, companies and persons to undertake
trade and investment in third countries,” the
ministry report charged.  [End quoting]

It should be obvious to anybody who has an
inkling of what’s going on in this world that the
NWO gangsters are milking all countries dry
those for ones who stand up against them—and
those  are  being badly  hur t .   Don’t  g ive  up
support of these ones who have the guts to say
no to these banking gangsters!!

U.S.  CONSTITUTION
AND  TREATIES

Excerpted from  DR. COLEMAN LETTER,
11/4/98: [quoting]

...anarchists set as their goal the destruction
of  the  h ighes t  l aw of  the  land,  the  U.S.
Constitution and the Bill of Rights and that by so
doing, they have perverted and continue to pervert
the principle in law that only laws based on truth
will ensure a just and enduring government. Any
government that tries to prevail on theft, grand
larceny, injustices, bribery and corruption, is
bound to fail in the long run.  Organized injustice,
held in place by perverted laws and force to back
it up, will eventually lead to revolution.  No one

can go on living at the expense of others.
Such a “law” was passed, and I am referring

to H.R. 2580, which thoroughly violates the 2nd,
4th, 5th, 9th, 10th, and 14th Amendments to the
U.S. Constitution and unlawfully presumes to take
powers not delegated to the federal government in
Article 1, Sec. 8, Clauses 1-18, H.R. 2580 is an
example of so-called legislation drawn up by a
coterie of Communists of both parties, a most
inept piece of supposed “criminal law” which
totally rapes the U.S. Constitution and is in perfect
harmony with the Communist Manifesto of 1848.

The third rule on constitutional law is the law
governing treaties.  Examples are the U.N., GATT,
NATO, C.W.C., Panama Canal, are all “treaties”
which were unlawfully entered into by the United
States and which are nullities, one and all.  The
U.S. Constitution is Superior to all treaties, which
are like any other law and can be abrogated by a
variety of means, whereas the Constitution cannot
be abrogated.

Treaties cannot be used to annihilate the U.S.
Constitution which is what the Socialists in this
country are trying to do with the U.N. Treaty.  The
Genocide Treaty can never annihilate the U.S.
Constitution, and neither can the CWC Treaty, nor
NAFTA nor GATT.  A treaty by its very terms may
be self-executing, that is, it  does not require
funding by the Congress.  The crooked Carter
administration tried to tell the American people
that the Panama Canal treaty was self-executing,
but it wasn’t because Congress had to fund it.

This proves that a treaty, far from being the
law of the land as some will incorrectly have it,
is almost always dependent upon the goodwill of
the Congress which has the constitutional power
to pass all  laws deemed to be necessary and
proper and car ry i t  into execution.   But the
legislators are not compelled to do anything in
terms of the treaty of which the Congress does not
approve...  “And again, the treaties before us
require execution by Congress and the very f irst
article of the Constitution declares: All legislative
powers herein granted shall  be vested in the
Congress of the United States.”

Note, it does not say “vested in treaty-making
powers” so how in the world can a treaty be “the
law of  the  land”  and  super ior  to  the  U.S.
Constitution?  The very idea flies in the face of
common sense, and the U.S. Constitution is based
on common sense.  As Sen. Thurmond said in one
of the debates of the Reconstruction period: “A
treaty is only a law.”  It is a temporary law at best
and is subject to being constitutional and if it is
not in consonance with our Constitution, it has to
be rejected by the Congress.  In reality, all treaties
are no more than games, confidence tricks, to gain
the ascendancy in one way or another and the
history of the U.S. proves that it has been fooled
and taken in by more treaties than any other
country in the world.

We said that the Panama Canal Treaty was
bogus.  One good reason why it is bogus is that
ONLY the Congress through a constitutional
amendment can alienate U.S. territories, and this
never happened.  Instead we had group of self-
interest traitors acting for the Wall Street bankers,
“negotiate” away the Panama Canal.  Congress has
the power to void the Panama Canal Treaty and it
ought be one of the things the Republican Party
should be doing, instead of frittering away its
mandate on “balancing the budget”.  Talk about a
con game—this balancing-the-budget game is just
another huge confidence trick.

Another bogus treaty is the U.N. Treaty.  As
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we say elsewhere in the chapter dealing with the
U.N. it would have taken one or perhaps two
cons t i tu t iona l  amendments  to  make  U.S .
“membership” of the U.N. a reality.  In the 1945
debate in the Senate, shockingly insuff icient time
to debate the constitutionality of the U.N. Treaty/
agreement was allocated; in fact only one day was
set aside for debate out of the three days that the
measure was before the Senate.  I have referred
to the U.N. document as a “treaty” from time to
time for the sake of convenience, but it is not a
treaty; rather it is an agreement and agreements
are not found in the U.S. Constitution, so that on
this point alone, the U.N. “treaty” is a treasonous
fraud.

On a  second poin t ,  i t  was  phys ica l ly
impossible for the senators to have studied the
U.N. AGREEMENT within the three days allowed
in an intelligent manner, but under tremendous
pressure from the Roosevelt-controlled press, a
climate rampant with emotion was created—the
timing well chosen to present the agreement for
ratif ication by the Senate.  Let us not imagine that
the timing to bring it up in the Senate in 1945 was
just happenstance; nothing could be further from
the truth.  Whipsawed by the press, with a terrible
war in Europe fresh in their minds, with the
bombing of Japan, Roosevelt and the TAVISTOCK
INSTITUTE knew that the time was right for the
American people to be duped and connived into
believing that the U.N. agreement was a peace
plan.

And thus it was that the senators failed to do
their duty, and Roosevelt and the Communists in
Washington D.C. triumphed.  Compare the time
spent by the senators on the U.N. agreement with
the 3 months they spent debating the Panama
Canal treason, and even then, they could not get
to the bottom of the Carter-Rockefeller-Wall
Street fraud.  Likewise with NAFTA and GATT.
[End quoting]

This is important to know—especially now—
since the turnover of the Panama Canal is coming
up soon!  Are we going to sit back and just watch
this happen?

NEW  TWIST  ON  WOMEN  &
TEENS—ABDUCTIONS

IN  STORES

From the  INTERNET,  cour tesy  of  John
Wins ton ,  <HEOT@onel i s t . com>,  12/5 /98:
[quoting]

A good friend of mine recently posted this
scary notice to a web site.

I don’t know if it was posted to ours but I feel
it is important enough to repost with my added
ADDITIONAL SCARY comments.

Last night on Inside Edition  there was an
article that is of interest to all women.  There are
several new scams to abduct women.  In one, a
man comes up to a woman in a mall or shopping
center and asks if she likes pizza.  When she says
she  does ,  he  offe rs  her  $100.00  to  shoot  a
commercial for pizza, but they need to go outside
where the lighting is better. When the woman goes
out of the mall she is abducted and assaulted.

Another ploy is a very nicely dressed man asks
a woman if she would be in a public service
announcement to discourage drug use.  The man
explains that they don’t want professional actors
or celebrities, they want the average mother to do
this.  Once she leaves the mall, she’s a victim.
The third ploy, and the most successful, a very

frantic man comes running  in and asks a woman
to please help him, his baby is not breathing.  She
runs out of the mall  following him and also
becomes a victim.  These have been happening in
well-lit parking areas in daylight as well as night
time, all over the country.  The abductor usually
uses a van to abduct the woman.

(This  actually happened at  Short Hil ls
Mall.)

Inside Edition set up a test in a mall and 10
out of 15 women left the mall on the pizza and
the PSA scam.  And all of them went out of the
mall on the baby scam.  Please pass this along to
your friends and family as, now that it has been
shown on nationwide TV, there are bound to be
copy cats.

The third one, I think, is the scariest.  You
might resist pizza or becoming a commercial
celebrity, but who would be able to resist a frantic
father asking for help for his child?  I’m sure that
one would get me.  I was going to pass this on to
ladies only, but guys, if you love your mothers,
wives, sisters, daughters, etc., you may want to
pass it on to them, as well.  [End quoting]

Sorry to say this type of situation will only get
worse as society continues its downward spiral of
decay.

WEST  TEXAS  INVADED  BY
GERMAN  LUFTWAFFE

German pilots Say “Vee Will Do
Things Our Way”

Excer pted from the  INTERNET, 12/3/98:
[quoting]

The ranchers and landowners in West Texas
complain that low-flying jets are spooking cattle
and antelope herds and other wildlife.  German
jets are causing horses to throw riders, pickups
report running off roads out of fear, tourists in the
Davis Mountains complain that the old West
atmosphere of the Marfa, Alpine and Ft. Davis
triangle is disrupted and private pilots are scared
to death.

Many ranchers in the mountainous Big Bend
Count r y  have  had  s ta r t l ing  and  somet imes
damaging encounters with military jets flying far
below the current 500-foot requirement.  Wildlife
and cattle get tangled in stretches of barbed wire
after being startled by low-flying aircraft.

People have actually reported being blown
down and seeing property damaged by low flying
jets.

The German pilots flying out of Holloman Air
Force Base say “tough schnitzel”.  Your American
laws cannot touch them. They argue that German
trainees flying out of Holloman Air Force Base in
Alamogordo, N.M., and training over West Texas
skies for the past several years, have “diplomatic
immunity”,  and “U.S.  federal  distr ict  cour ts
therefore have no jurisdiction over them”.

German pilots training in the United States are
immune from the restrictions of U.S. law, the
Luftwaffe has argued in response to a lawsuit f iled
in April by West Texas ranchers seeking to limit
flyovers by military planes.  The Luftwaffe’s
response was f iled last week in federal court in
Pecos.

The surprise response has pricked the West
Texas ranchers like prickly pear.  They charge that
low-altitude flights pose hazards to livestock,
ranch workers,  wildl ife  and tourism.  These
ranchers warn that West Texas is a different breed.
One drawls, “this won’t be like invading France.

“We will just put up with so much.”  [End
quoting]

Sounds like a Nazi attitude to me.  Are we
going to do something or not?

BETTER  PRODUCTS
FROM  TINY  SPHERES

From POPULAR MECHANICS magazine, Jan.
1999, [quoting:]

VAPORIZER

Under a powerful microscope the powdered
metals used in antifungal medications and silicon-
chip polishing slurries look like clumps of wet
sand .   The  per formance  of  these  and  o ther
products could be improved if the particles could
be made smaller and more spherical.

Nanophase Technologies of Burr Ridge, Ill.,
says its new manufacturing process can create
nearly uniform, spherical, noncrystalline particles,
for a fraction of what it costs to make them in the
lab.

The details of the process are proprietary.  In
general, it works something like this: Titanium,
zinc, gold or other metals are vaporized as shown
here.  A reactive gas used to create a specif ic
compound is then added.  The vaporized metal and
gas are then quickly cooled, forming tiny, nearly
uniform spheres.

“The result  is  a parade of materials with
dramatically superior performance attributes,”
company Spokesperson Darcy Bretz tells PM.

Potential products include ceramics that mold
as  eas i ly  as  p las t ics  and  harden to  become
stronger than steel.  [End quoting]

This one sounds like a real winner—ceramics
stronger than steel and easily moldable will have
thousands of uses.

ROGUE  MISSILE  IN  NEAR-MISS
WITH  AIRLINERS

From the INTERNET, <para-discuss@tje.net>,
12/6/98: [quoting]

A missile f ired by accident exploded above a
South Korean city yesterday, narrowly missing
four passenger jets.

Three people on the ground were injured and
dozens of cars wrecked as they were showered by
metal fragments from the mid-air blast above the
western por t  c i ty  of  Inchon,  on the  heavi ly
militarized border with communist North Korea.

South Korea’s air force said the fully armed
Nike-Hercules antiaircraft missile was f ired when
an electronic circuit  malfunctioned during a
routine training session.

It was automatically destroyed by a built-in
safety device seconds after it left the launcher.

Virtually all of the 250 passenger and cargo
planes that  use Seoul’s  Kimpo Internat ional
Airport each day pass over Inchon.  [End quoting]

Do you think this was really just an accident?

COSTLY  WEDDING  MAY  GET
SOME  JAILED

From the INTERNET, <para-discuss@tje.net>,
12/7/98: [quoting]

DUBAI,  Uni ted Arab Emirates—Couples
planning lavish weddings in the Emirates now
have more  than the  gues t  l i s t  and venue to
consider: the possibility of time in jail.

A new law imposes a prison sentence or a
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$137,000 f ine for couples who have expensive
weddings, the Gulf News reported Sunday.

The law aims to make it more affordable for
young men to marry local women, the paper said.
High wedding costs have forced many Emirates
men to seek foreign brides.

Sheik Mohammed bin Rakad al-Amiri,  an
off icial with the state-run Marriage Fund, said a
groom should not have to pay a dowry of more
than $13,700 and slaughter more than 21 camels
on his wedding night.  Dowries and other wedding
expenses ,  including the cost  of  a  dress  and
jewelry, can add up to more than $70,000.

Al-Amiri said the length of jail terms to be
imposed—and the maximum allowable price for a
wedding—have not  been de ter mined.   [End
quoting]

MORE  HOLOCAUST  TORTURE
BY  ZIONIST  JEWS

From THE DECKERT DISPATCH, Oct/Nov 98:
[quoting]

In Switzerland, the accused Mr. René-Louis
Berclaz was acquitted of the charge of racial
discrimination in connection with the circulation
of the Rudolf Report.  However, Berclaz was given
a four-months suspended prison sentence, for
d is t r ibu t ing  o ther  in for mat ion  mater ia l  on
revisionism and for quoting Nahum Goldmann
incompletely.  The quote Berclaz referred to was
Nahum Goldmann’s  famous s ta tement :  “I’m
scarcely exaggerating.  Jewish life consists of two
elements: getting money and protesting.”

Nahum Goldmann, President of the Jewish
World  Cong ress  in :  Das Judische  Paradox ,
athenaum, Frankfurt 1988, page 77)

The unfor tunate Mr.  Berclaz omit ted the
words, “I’m scarcely exaggerating”, therefore
“distorting the meaning” of the quotation.  Now,
judge for yourself, if this warrants a four month
jail sentence?  [End quoting]

The Zionist disinformation experts are having
a hard time keeping the lid on the truth.

BILL  WOULD  LET  CITIZENS
CUT  OUT  TELEMARKETERS

From THE JOHNSON CITY PRESS, 11/15/98,
[quoting:]

Mat t  Kisber  and  h is  wi fe  a re  t i red  of
telemarketers disturbing their evenings at home.
So the state lawmaker plans to f ile legislation
making it illegal for solicitors to call folks who
want to be left alone.

Kisber, a Jackson Democrat and chairman of
the House Finance Committee, said the bill would
allow people to have a check mark by their name
in the telephone book.  Those identifying checks
would also appear  beside the names on any
computerized phone lists sold to telemarketers.

It would be illegal to call anyone with those
checks by their names, Kisber said.

If people can get their names removed from
mailing lists by contacting the Direct Marketers
Association, he said, there also should be a means
of eliminating telephone calls they don’t want.

Kisber said he has not yet worked out all the
detai ls ,  but  enforcement  probably would be
handled by the Tennessee Regulatory Authority.
The  TRA—for mer ly  the  Publ ic  Ser v ice
Commission—sets rates and service standards for
some telephone, natural gas, electric and water
utilities.

Civil penalties would be assessed on violators.

Kisber said he is still trying to determine the
amount.

“It would be my hope that most companies
would try to comply with the law, but I think as
we have seen in the long-distance scenario with
‘slamming’ (companies switching your long-
distance phone service without your permission),
we are going to have to have stiff penalties for
those who fail to comply with the law,” he said.
[End quoting]

Sounds simple and good to me, much to the
dismay of the telemarketing hounds.

THE  POWER  OF  MONEY

From FREE AMERICAN newsmagazine, Dec.
1998: [quoting]

“If the American people ever allow private
banks to control the issue of their money, f irst by
inflation and then by deflation, the banks and
corporations that will grow up around [the banks],
will deprive the people of their property until
their children will wake up homeless on the
continent their fathers conquered.”  —Thomas
Jefferson  [End quoting]

We can’t say we weren’t warned.

IS  YOUR  CHURCH  TEACHING
PAGAN  EARTH  WORSHIP  IN

SUNDAY  SCHOOL?

Excerpted from the INSIDER’S REPORT, Oct.
1998: [quoting]

Many parents have sought to protect their
children from the behavior-modif ication programs
that have taken over public schools.  To escape the
assault  of Outcome-Based Education (OBE),
Goals 2000 and School-to-Work, parents, in ever-
increasing numbers, are placing their children in
private schools or are home-schooling.

Public schools, and even some private schools,
spend  va luable  c lass room t ime engaged  in
“cooperative” learning (group learning) encounter
sessions and discussion groups that employ pop
psychology that teachers are simply not qualif ied
to apply.  These programs are designed for a very
specif ic purpose—to change the attitudes, values
and beliefs of your children.  Such behavior-
modif ication programs are the very root of the
destruction of America’s education system.

In spite of the “school wars”, parents have felt

safe taking their children to Sunday School to help
build a solid moral foundation.  But, have you
looked at your church’s Sunday School curriculum
lately?  You may be shocked to f ind tree-hugging,
Earth-worshipping paganism intermixed in the
class lessons.

Many churches are now using a Sunday School
curriculum created by an organization in Colorado
called “Group”.  There is nothing in Group’s
publications that tell who they are, what they
believe in, or anything about the backgrounds of
the  c rea tors  of  the  mater ia l s .   But  Group
curriculum is now sold in most Christian book
stores.  The Group  material offers “Hands-on
Bible curriculum” and advocates a “new approach
to learning”.

However,  a  c lose  inspec t ion  of  Group’s
materials and teaching methods shows it bears a
close resemblance to the behavior-modif ication
techniques of OBE.  For example, under the sub-
head “Successful Teaching: You can do it!” the
teacher’s manual asks the question—“What does
active learning mean to you as a teacher?  It takes
a lot of pressure off because the spotlight shifts
from you to the students.  Instead of being the
pr inc ipa l  p laye r,  you  become a  gu ide  and
FACILITATOR...”  This is basic OBE classroom
organization, where students are not taught by a
teacher, but told to learn on their own, as the class
FACILITATOR simply suggests, and gently directs
toward a preprogrammed lesson plan.

Jus t  as  in  OBE behavior-modi f ica t ion
exerc ises ,  the  Group  cur r icu lum provides
“Problem Cards”  for  s tudent  d i scuss ion  of
personal and family issues.  Some examples from
the workbook for f ifth and sixth grade Sunday
School classes:

1 .  PROBLEM CARD: “I t  seems l ike  my
parents fight all the time.  I don’t know what’s going
to happen.  I’m afraid they’re going to split up.”

2. PROBLEM CARD: “The cool kids at school
treat me like a total nothing.  It’s like I don’t even
exist.”

3. PROBLEM CARD: “My dad is afraid he’s
going to lose his job,  so we don’t  get  to go
anywhere on vacation this summer.”

4. PROBLEM CARD: “I got in trouble for not
cleaning up my room.  Now I’m grounded for the
weekend and can’t go to my friend’s bir thday
party.  Doesn’t that stink?”

Each of these examples are designed for group

NONI
Noni is used throughout the Polynesian Islands for its

special health and nutritional supplement benefits.  It has
been in use for centuries to strengthen the body’s ability to
fight a variety of “health-compromising conditions”.

On Sale Now!

A Hawaiian Gift Of Healing

Available Now Thru

NEW GAIA
800-639-4242

(See ad on page 9 for details on the Chirstmas Sale.)

See  Page 9!
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discussions in which the entire class takes on one
chi ld’s  persona l  problem.   Persona l  f ami ly
bus iness  i s  d i sc losed,  parenta l  au thor i ty  i s
questioned and student “self-esteem” becomes the
cent ra l  concern .   This  i s  Outcome-Based
Education at work in the Sunday School class—
led by a volunteer teacher (facilitator) with no
qualif ications to do so.  Worse, all of it is done
under the authority of the church.  [End quoting]

How many people trust their churches?  You’d
better keep check on them, or your children and
you are going to pay dearly.  This isn’t something
new.  Churches have been the tool of the “elite”
f rom the i r  beginnings .   However,  a  few
independent churches are doing some good.

U.S.  RESTRUCTURING  SOCIETY
THROUGH  EDUCATION

CHANGING  LOYALTIES

Excerpted from THE NEWS MONITOR, No.
25, Vol. 1: [quoting]

The centre or nucleus of the new society will
no longer be the home or the family; it will be the
school.  Increasingly, schools are displacing the
traditional family  unit. Students are now getting
such non-educational services as healthcare,
social services (welfare, counselling and Social
Secur i ty  se r v ices) ,  ch i ldcare ,  nu t r i t ion ,
employment services, international curriculum,
and a host of other things as massive government
asserts its primacy over the family.  It may be
labelled as a family support or parental assistance
program, but, in reality, it is advancing a plan of
parental obsolescence with replacement by a
United Nations agency disguised as a benevolent
government program.

[The Clintons and their gang are determined
to get their dastardly plan for our schools into full
operation, and fast.]

KINDERGARTEN  THROUGH
THIRD  GRADE

ANOTHER SECTION:

Education Researcher Anita Hoge explains
how the system is designed to work.  She says the
ear ly  menta l  hea l th  in i t ia t ive  now involves
children, kindergarten through third grade.  Play-
rooms are set up where specially trained mentors/
prog rammers  obser ve  the  ch i ldren .   I f  any
“abnormal” or “suspect” behavior is observed, the
soc ia l  worker  wi l l  ca l l  the  paren ts  say ing
something innocuous like, “We are fearful that
your child is at risk of future failure in school.
Can we come to visit in your home?”  They gain
access in this way and when once they do this, the
parents have no protection, no due process.  For
almost any reason, (untidy housekeeping, etc.)
they can declare the child “at risk”, removing the
child from the home.

GENERAL  “EDUCATIONAL”
GOALS:

Goals 2000 is a major shift of power; it gives
the  federa l  gover nment  cont ro l  o f  each
individual’s compliance to national standards.
Anita Hoge told The WINDS that “under a policy
called Total Quality Control Systems, federal
money enforces national goals, national testing,
national teacher certif ication, national curriculum,
with a national database to monitor all of the

above.  Pennsylvania was the pilot for the national
test.  So when they say they’re testing integrity, I
understand how it’s scored.  When I first found the
evaluation for state tests,  I  immediately felt
betrayed because I found that they’re scoring it
through collectivism.

Nat iona l  s tandards  a re  no t  reser ved  for
students only, they are to be imposed on society
as a  whole.   This  is  being accomplished by
“partnershipping” schools with a multitude of
non-educational agencies, services and businesses,
referred to as “coordinated access”.  This is part
of  a  mass ive  prog ram of  t ransfor ming  the
community through the takeover of  schools,
making schools the hub.  The family is drawn into
this system through parent education, day-care
prog rams,  school -based  hea l th  c l in ics ,  and
“lifelong learning” in a continuingly expanding
program.

The plan is particularly concerned with those
it considers to be on the fringe of compliance.

This plays out in your schools as follows: Title
1 identif ies a child “at risk” or “future risk” if he/
she does not meet a state outcome (standard).  The
next step is remediation which reopens the door
for the healthcare agenda that had been pushed by
the present administration in Washington.  This is
accomplished by use of Medicare funds made
available by a special waiver, which drops the
poverty specif ication and expands the “medical
need clause”.  This is the pretext used for the
entrance of this invasive system of socialized
(physical, mental, social) healthcare.

SCHOOL

Congressman Henry Hyde says on the surface,
“School-to-Work sounds good.  But when carried
to its logical extreme, it chooses careers for every
American  worker.   Workforce  Development
Boards and federal agencies will choose children’s
careers for them ‘at the earliest possible age’.  In
some cases ,  as  i s  cur ren t ly  happening  in
Pennsylvania, this is [taking place] in the third
grade.  [End quoting]

This is what is happening right under our
noses—and we get to pay for it through school
taxes!

THREAT  TO  SYRIA

From MILITARY  magaz ine ,  Dec .  1998:
[quoting]

Turkey has warned Syria they will attack if
Syria  cont inues to  suppor t  ant i -Turk Kurds.
Ankara has said “the Army is waiting for orders”.
[End quoting]

Doesn’t this make us feel cosy and good at
this season for “peace” and love?

CLINTON  BLUNDER

From MILITARY  magaz ine ,  Dec .  1998:
[quoting]

Because we cannot influence Saddam Hussein
with our military, Clinton brought two Iraqi-Kurd
leaders to Washington to entice them to make
trouble for Iraq.  Turkey has been f ighting with
Kurd insurgents on its southern border with Syria
and Iraq.  Turkey was not consulted by Clinton
and is both insulted and angered because they fear
the U.S. will arm these Kurds who will also be a
problem for them.  [End quoting]

Of the two, Clinton or Saddam, the world
would probably be better off without Clinton.

At the same time that Clinton is giving his OK
to assassinate,  he is  also giving the OK for
someone to do the same to him—that’s how stupid
this man is!

NOT  ENOUGH  TIME
FOR  PRAYER

From the INTERNET, 11/30/98: [quoting]

I knelt to pray but not for long,
I had too much to do.
I had to hurry and get to work,
For bills would soon be due.
So I knelt and said a hurried prayer,
And jumped up off my knees.
My Christian duty was now done,
My soul could rest at ease.

All day long I had no time
To spread a word of cheer.
No time to speak of Christ to friends,
They’d laugh at me, I’d fear.
No time, no time, too much to do,
That was my constant cry,
No time to give to souls in need,
But at last the time, the time to die.

I went before the Lord,
I came, I stood with downcast eyes.
For in his hands God held a book;
It was the book of life.
God looked into his book and said,
“Your name I cannot f ind.
I once was going to write it down...
But never found the time.”

[End quoting]

A  FEW  INTERESTING
WEBSITES  I’VE  FOUND

http://www.enterprisemission.com/ (Richard
Hoagland)

http://www.spiritweb.org
http://www.artbell.com
http://www.onelight.com/thei/thei.html
http://www.sightings.com

I hope you enjoy them.

SOMEBODY  ANSWERS

From the  INTERNET, courtesy of John F.
Wins ton ,  <HEOT@onel i s t . com>,  12/1 /98:
[quoting]

As most of you know, I have a dog called Yogi
The Telepathic Dog.  I sometimes call him the
following names; 1. Yog 2. Yogi Poo 3. Yogi, you
hound dog. 4. Yogi Poggey. 5. Yogi my friend.

Yogi will  be 13 years old one day before
Christmas Eve and he’s not getting around too
good, but with a boost he can still get in the car
and have some fun.

Here is a story that came my way.
From: B M; Subject: God Answers Prayers
Don’t attempt to read until you’ve got some

time to devote to this long, touching story. B.
“Watch out!  You nearly broadsided that car!”

my father yelled at me.  “Can’t you do anything
right?”  Those words hurt worse than blows.  I
turned my head toward the elderly man in the seat
beside me, daring me to challenge him.  A lump
rose in my throat as I averted my eyes.  I wasn’t
prepared for another battle.  “I saw the car, Dad.
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Please don’t yell at me when I’m driving.”  My
voice was measured and steady, sounding far
calmer than I really felt.  Dad glared at me, then
turned away and settled back.  At home I left Dad
in front of the television and went outside to
collect my thoughts.  Dark, heavy clouds hung in
the air with a promise of rain.  The rumble of
distant thunder seemed to echo my inner turmoil.
What could I do about him?

Dad had been a lumberjack in Washington and
Oregon. He had enjoyed being outdoors and had
reveled in pitting his strength against the forces
of Nature.  He had entered grueling lumberjack
competitions, and had placed often.  The shelves
in his house were f illed with trophies that attested
to his prowess.

The years marched on relentlessly.  The f irst
time he couldn’t lift a heavy log, he joked about
it; but later that same day I saw him outside
alone, straining to lift it.  He became irritable
whenever anyone teased him about his advancing
age, or when he couldn’t do something he had
done as a younger man.  Four days after his sixty-
seventh bir thday, he had a hear t  at tack.   An
ambulance sped him to the hospital  while a
paramedic administered CPR to keep blood and
oxygen flowing.  At the hospital, Dad was rushed
in to  an  opera t ing  room.   He was  lucky;  he
survived.  But something inside Dad died.  His
zest for life was gone.  He obstinately refused to
follow doctor’s orders.  Suggestions and offers of
help were turned aside with sarcasm and insults.
The number of visi tors thinned, then f inally
stopped altogether.  Dad was left alone.  My
husband, Dick, and I asked Dad to come live with
us on our small farm.  We hoped the fresh air and
rustic atmosphere would help him adjust.  Within
a  week  af te r  he  moved in ,  I  reg re t ted  the
invitation.  It seemed nothing was satisfactory.
He cr i t i c ized  ever y th ing  I  d id .   I  became
frustrated and moody.  Soon I was taking my
pent-up anger out on Dick.  We began to bicker
and argue.  Alarmed, Dick sought out our pastor
and explained the situation.  The clergyman set up
weekly counseling appointments for us.  At the
close of each session he prayed, asking God to
soothe Dad’s troubled mind.  But the months wore
on and God was silent.  A raindrop struck my
cheek.  I looked up into the gray sky.  Somewhere
up there was “God”.   Although I  believed a
Supreme Being had created the universe, I had
diff iculty believing that God cared about the tiny
human being on this Earth.  I was tired of waiting
for a God who didn’t answer.  Something had to
be done and it was up to me to do it.  The next
day  I  sa t  down wi th  the  phone  book and
methodically called each of the mental health
clinics listed in the
Yel low Pages .   I
expla ined  my
problem to each of
the  sympathe t ic
voices  tha t
answered.  In vain.
Jus t  when  I  was
giv ing  up  hope ,
one   o f   the
voices  suddenly
exclaimed, “I just
read something that
might  he lp  you!
Let me go get the
article”.  I listened
as she read.   The
article described a

remarkable study done at a nursing home.  All of
the patients were under treatment for chronic
depression.  Yet their attitudes had improved
dramatically when they were given responsibility
for a dog.  I drove to the animal shelter that
afternoon.  After I f illed out a questionnaire, a
uniformed off icer led me to the kennels.  The
odor of disinfectant stung my nostrils as I moved
down the row of pens.  Each contained f ive to
seven dogs.  Long-haired dogs, curly-haired dogs,
black dogs, spotted dogs—all jumped up, trying
to reach me.  I studied each one but rejected one
after the other for various reasons—too big, too
small, too much hair.  As I neared the last pen a
dog in the shadows of the far corner struggled to
his feet, walked to the front of the run and sat
down.  It was a pointer, one of the dog world’s
aristocrats.  But this was a caricature of the breed.
Years had etched his face and muzzle with shades
of gray.  His hipbones jutted out in lopsided
triangles.  But it was his eyes that caught and
held my attention.  Calm and clear, they beheld
me unwaveringly.  I pointed to the dog.  “Can you
tell me about him?”  The off icer looked, then
shook his head in puzzlement.  “He’s a funny one.
Appeared out of nowhere and sat in front of the
gate.  We brought him in, figuring someone would
be right down to claim him.  That was two weeks
ago and we’ve heard nothing.  His time is up
tomorrow.”  He gestured helplessly.  As the words
sank in I turned to the man in horror.  “You mean
you’re going to kill him?”  “Ma’am,” he said
gently, “that’s our policy.  We don’t have room for
every unclaimed dog”.  I looked at the pointer
again.  The calm brown eyes awaited my decision.
“I’ll take him,” I said.  I drove home with the dog
on the front seat beside me.  When I reached the
house I honked the horn twice.  I was helping my
prize out of the car when Dad shuffled onto the
front porch.  “Ta-da! Look what I got for you,
Dad!”   I  sa id  exc i ted ly.   Dad  looked,  then
wrinkled his face in disgust.  “If I had wanted a
dog I would have gotten one.  And I would have
picked out a better specimen than that bag of
bones.  Keep it!  I don’t want it.”  Dad waved his
arm scornfully and turned back  toward the house.
Anger rose inside me.  It  squeezed together my
throat muscles and pounded into  my temples.
“You’d  be t te r  ge t  used  to  h im,  Dad.   He’s
staying!”  Dad ignored me.  “Did you hear me,
old man?”  I screamed.  At those words Dad
whirled angrily, his  hands  clenched  at  his
sides,  his  eyes  narrowed  and  blazing  with
hate.  We stood glaring at each other like duelists,
when suddenly the pointer pulled free from my
grasp.

He wobbled toward my dad and sat down in

front of him.  Then slowly, carefully, he raised his
paw.  Dad’s lower jaw trembled as he stared at the
uplifted paw.  Confusion replaced the anger in his
eyes.  The pointer waited patiently.

Then Dad was on his  knees  hugging the
animal.  It was the beginning of a warm and
intimate fr iendship.   Dad named the pointer
Cheyenne.  Together he and Cheyenne explored
the community.  They spent long hours walking
down dusty lanes.  They spent reflective moments
on the banks of streams, angling for tasty trout.
They even star ted to attend Sunday services
together, Dad sitting in a pew and Cheyenne lying
quietly at  his feet.   Dad and Cheyenne were
inseparable throughout the next  three years.
Dad’s bitterness faded, and he and Cheyenne
made many friends.

Then late one night I was star tled to feel
Cheyenne’s cold nose burrowing through our bed
covers .  He had never  before  come in to  our
bedroom at night.  I woke Dick, put on my robe
and ran into my father’s room.  Dad lay in his
bed, his face serene.  But his spiri t  had left
quietly sometime during the night.

Two days later my shock and grief deepened
when I discovered Cheyenne lying dead beside
Dad’s bed.  I wrapped his still form in the rag rug
he had slept on.  As Dick and I buried him near
a favorite f ishing hole, I silently thanked the dog
for the help he had given me in restoring Dad’s
peace of mind.

The morning of Dad’s funeral dawned overcast
and dreary.  This day looks like the way I feel, I
thought, as I walked down the aisle to the pews
reserved for family.  I was surprised to see the
many friends Dad and Cheyenne had made f illing
the church.

The  pastor  began  his  eulogy.  It  was  a
tribute to both Dad and the dog who had changed
his life.  And then the pastor turned to Hebrews
13:2.  “Be not forgetful to entertain strangers.”
“I’ve often thanked God for sending that angel,”
he said.

For  me,  the  pas t  d ropped  in to  p lace ,
completing a puzzle that I had not seen before:
the sympathetic voice that had just read the right
article.  Cheyenne’s unexpected  appearance  at
the  animal  shelter—his  calm  acceptance and
comple te  devot ion  to  my fa ther   and   the
proximi ty  of  the i r  dea ths .   And suddenly  I
understood.  I knew that God had answered my
prayers after all.

JW: This reminds me of the old song, “A
Little Bitty Tear Let Me Down.  —John Winston.
johnfwin@mlode.com  [End quoting]

Thank God for His angels and animals and the
help they give us in our desperations.  
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12/7/98  #1    HATONN

FORECLOSURE,  COLLECTION
AND  TAKEOVER

Oh blind lambs, how is it that you cannot
recognize the signs and read the script?

The nations, having been brought to their
knees, are not unlike any individual with some
assets who use up their currency and then hock
their property to have credit at the banks and
thus and so.  The collateral you must register
against the money you borrow are things like
your houses, your automobiles, stocks—anything
that can be construed as value.

When you deal with credit cards, you pay
high  in te res t  ra tes  and  you  WILL pay  the
accumulated debts or your credit is ruined and
you will be forced into bankruptcy.  However,
as your credit ratings are impacted, you finally
end up with absolutely NOTHING for it has all
gone to the bandits in banker’s clothing.

It is no different with nations.  YOU may
not control the credit lines as do the politicians,
but YOU PAY THE BILLS.  In one way or
another, citizens, YOU PAY THE BILLS.

All that is happening now, and is planned to
be cleaned up and operative by year 2000, is a
full takeover of all assets and property by the
World Banksters.  It is happening before your
eyes; everyone is impacted, and YOU will pay
the Piper.  The records being structured and
now in place can keep a record of everything,
everywhere.  You have no privacy, no place to
run, and certainly, no place to hide.  The world
is  bas ica l ly  in  FORECLOSURE and  the
accounts are being set forth for operation as the
property and assets are TURNED OVER TO
THE BIG BOYS FOR THEIR OWN USE AND
CHOICES OF MANIPULATION.  THEY NOW
OWN EVERYTHING IN YOUR WORLD OF
BOOKS, BANKING AND SEIZURE.

The point of MORE funding from such as
the IMF is to keep the individual nations now in
the big basket in some type of operation, at the
least cost, by the new owners of you, the slaves,
and all the natural resources, businesses, etc., of
your recognized world.

There wil l  a lways be lots  of  ta lk  about
projects ,  growth,  building and housing and
feeding the poor—but count the money—there
wi l l  no t  be  funds  made  ava i lab le  (ONLY
PROMISES) for accomplishing such massive
programs.

In Manila we just read that some 40,000
families will be displaced just by the cleaning-
up project of the Pasig River, which is now just
a  sewer,  and a  very shal low sewer at  that .
However, from that river comes the water that is

contaminated by raw sewage and anything else
tossed or fallen into the river, for consumption of
these “squatters”.  Now, you clean up the river—
where are you going to put those PEOPLE?  And
this, readers, is only counting a small stretch of
that riverway through, basically, METRO Manila.

These  squa t te rs  have  no  jobs ,  no
transportation, no houses—NOTHING.  They
simply “squat” for they have no furniture, only
boxes or plastic pails upside down on which to
sit or toilet and what else are they going to do?

This is anywhere in the world today, readers,
not just  Manila.   I t  happens to be under the
writer’s nose at the moment, but there are worse,
by far, places.

When the final world-wide blows are struck,
there are the provisions with considerations.
This means that there may or may not be further
ass i s tance  f rom the  money gods ,  bu t  tha t
assistance will come with higher interest, quicker
demands  for  payback ,  never  enough to  do
anything except pay “some” to the banks, and the
society will slip further and further into that
polluted river, whatever its name or location.

Since the World Zionists don’t have enough
population to occupy the lands, they take over
the government control, place their high-level
puppets to run the slaves, and you have what you
have become today as you move into the new era.

WHEN PAYMENTS ARE MADE TO A
NATION THESE DAYS BY SUCH AS THE IMF
OR WORLD BANK, WHERE DO THEY GO?
THEY GO TO SATISFY THE BANKS WHICH
ARE IN AS BAD TROUBLE AS IS  THE
POPULATION AS A WHOLE—EXCEPT FOR
THE MANIPULATORS AT THE TOP.

Nations who refuse to play in the ballgame of
Get Everything are outcasts, bashed and isolated
away from trade, interchange, funding “unless”
(and  the  “unless”  i s  usua l ly  to  topple  the
s tanding  government  and  a l l  the  s tanding
leadership).

You “think” there is an international law that
says you can’t assassinate a leader or topple a
government?  Silly children.  Not only is the
New World Order run by the Zionists doing
exactly THAT, but they are offering up rewards
of  very  h igh  amounts  to  anyone  who wi l l
accomplish the task—dead or alive.

Do you actually think that George Soros, the
th ie f  o f  a l l  t ime ,  has  qua lms  now about
demanding the overthrow and ouster of such as
Mahathir of Malaysia?  [See the News Desk, p.2]

Nobody dares to do anything against these
dragons  of  decept ion  for  nobody seems to
unders tand  the i r  game.   GO TO THE
PROTOCOLS OF ZION, which are also the basis
for the Nazi Protocols, the Communist Manifesto,
and on down the line.  GET THE GOLD!  Get

control of the currency and you can control the
masses.  Then, one by one, you pick off every
other thing meaningful to life.  YOU PASSED
ORWELL’S 1984  IN ABOUT 1979—IN FULL
OPERATION WITH THE MONITORING AND
EVERYTHING SUGGESTED.

Why do I bother to AGAIN go through this
boring scenario?  Because you somehow still
th ink  you  can  come for th  and  WISH for
something better and somehow somebody (else)
will change things to better suit you.  You see,
the enticements along the way suited you just
f ine as you deteriorated into lazy,  s leeping,
luxuriating zombies while thinking you were
really doing well.  No, you were in training to
give everything,  including your soul ,  to the
enemy.

Riots won’t  help.   Demonstrations won’t
help.  WAR WON’T HELP.  If you don’t change
a t t i tudes  and  begin  to  bu i ld  aga in  f rom
foundation up, you won’t find anything that will
“help”.

Does this  mean the world wil l  end?  Of
course not.  That would be an easy way out,
wouldn’t it?  You could just say “Oh well, the
world is going to end anyway and/so/but...”.  No,
the world is not going to END, silly ducks.  That
is another of the lies foisted off on you.  Neither
is there going to be a RAPTURE!  You may well
d ie ,  bu t  i t  wi l l  no t  be  f rom rap tur ing  up
somewhere to some god created out of nothing
for your convenience to save your asses by cloud
sitting.

You will note that the orbiting planets in
your solar system keep right on orbiting.  They
once held life as, or more so, abundant than your
own.   They  d idn’ t  “go  away”;  ONLY THE
PEOPLE AND LIVING FORMS WENT AWAY.
But before that life-status went away, it sure got
miserable on the physical players.

I hear all the time about what Cayce said, or
Nostradamus said,  or  some guru said—what
about the visible evidence in your face?  In
Manila,  for instance, anyone can look at the
growing numbers of people on the edge of the
Pasig River and KNOW it cannot go on like this.
Disease is now rampant with no way to bring the
insect carriers under control.  The pesticides are
as bad as the diseases.  So, it has become a point
of how do you most easily kill the people.  Does
the government do it by famine?  How about
untreatable diseases?  What about simply burning
everything, including the people, to the ground?
I have news for you: Caesar didn’t have anything
ELSE to do in the great fire of Rome but fiddle!

The people at  the TOP don’t  want  to  be
displaced for being at the top is their only prayer
of survival.  Do you actually think that if Clinton
were not President, he would last a day?  Come
on, readers, the game is no longer a little game,
and not even on the gladiator stages and ball
fields is a game anything but a bloody war to
distract you sleeping giants while Rome burns to
the ground along with YOU.

GOD DID NOT SAY HE WOULD FIX IT.
GOD SAID THAT THE WORD WOULD GO
FORTH TO THE CORNERS OF THE WORLD,
AND WHEN THAT WAS DONE, IT WAS UP
TO THE HUMAN PEOPLE.

You have allowed the changing of the world
from a balanced orb to an unbalanced shell of
i t se l f  now des t ined  to  grea t  upheava ls  and
topographical alterations by both natural and
unnatural causes.

You want truth, even in your psychic scare

The Downward Spiral Of
A World In Darkness

View From Philippines
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games?  No you don’t!  You don’t even want to
be annoyed while you sleep off your hangover
f rom the  escape  par ty  las t  evening .   You
certainly don’t want to have to clean up the mess
of an air-raid that might make debris in your
living room and spoil your carpet, for after all,
the credit is about used up for the replacing of
same.  And do you have enough reserves to
rebuild your house, your roof, your missing patio
table  set?   Oh,  you don’t  own any of  these
things?  Right—YOU DON’T.  However,  no
matter who owns the house in which you dwell—
when it  is  gone, i t  is  GONE.  Will  you just
rebuild?  No, you will expect the “government”
to do it for you, pay for it and send welfare!

Dear ones, until YOU change, nothing can be
changed very much and nothing at all can be
changed in YOUR SPACE.  You may well be
able to ride along on a wave, GOOD OR BAD,
that ripples through society—but unless YOU
CHANGE, you will always find a way to remain
basically unchanged except for the depression
that comes with a downward spiral.

I am always forced to look at the people in
any given circumstance.  I see the wives and
husbands basically growing totally apart from
one another after only minute time-spans.  Why?
What do YOU do to make a circumstance any
different than what is bringing you down?  What
do YOU do that would cause an upsurge in your
situation?  WHAT DO YOU DO TO MAKE THE
THING WORK?  Do you simply want to “find
self” and “self motivation” or do you focus on
the mental stability and loving atmosphere of the
children’s welfare and balance?  Who do you
blame for your lack?  Your parents?  Oh?  If you
are old enough to be a parent—then how dare
you blame your parents for their own limitations
when you have EVERY OPPORTUNITY TO
CHANGE YOURS!  Responsibility is a unique
and individual thing, and blame upon another is
never other than a total waste of time.  To blame
another simply demonstrates, for all to see and
hear, your own shortcomings.

By the way, readers, the thing that burdens
you becomes the thing you worst wish to get rid
of.  Let us example: Say that a bigger storm than
has  hi t  Mani la  came ashore  and washed al l
40,000 squatter families out to
sea and to their death.  What
would be the result?  There
would be a big “thing” in all
the media.  There would be a
big “thing” in all the press.
There would be bunches of
wil ted f lowers  and burning
candles at  the “si te” or  the
grave.  There would be a big
weeping and wailing from all
the  pol i t i c ians—and then ,
noth ing  EXCEPT GREAT
RELIEF TO HAVE THE
PROBLEM GONE.  Don’t fall
for the false front and pious
voices .   When you  have  a
problem, you want  i t  gone,
and  tha t  i s  whether  i t  i s
political trashing or a dying
spouse or parent.  You lie to
se l f  and  to  everyone  who
comes  a long—but  YOU
WANT TO BE RID OF THE
PROBLEM, WHATEVER IT
MIGHT BE,  THAT
INTERFERES WITH YOUR

COMFORT OR YOUR SELF-INTERESTS.
Christmas, which is considered a fellowship

time of the year in a spirit of giving, might well
serve as a time for introspection to see what it is
that YOU are seeking and what YOU are willing
to GIVE.  GOD GIVES AND REGIVES—WHAT
DO YOU GIVE AND REGIVE?  YOU CAN
ONLY, TRUTHFULLY, RECEIVE, IF YOU
GIVE!  THIS IS SIMPLY A UNIVERSAL LAW
FOR YOU DO NOT GET SOMETHING FOR
NOTHING—EVER—NOT EVEN IN A
PERPETUAL MOTION MACHINE,  FOR
SOMETHING HAD TO START THE THING
RUNNING.

“But, there is Santa Claus who gives without
any strings!” I’m told.  Oh?  No strings?  Just
your  soul  and  your  l i fe  i s  the  on ly  cos t !
PRETTY PACKAGES DO NOT A PERFECT
GIFT MAKE!

“What  a  dul l  and  dreary  lesson today”?
Perhaps.  It certainly depends on YOUR attitude,
doesn’t  i t?   And just  how many in my own
household  wi l l  even bother  to  READ THIS
MESSAGE?  Oh, I see, you are too busy with the
things of the day in your own lives and “...with
Christmas and all—and I didn’t have time to read
it at work on someone else’s time card!  When I
ge t  a round to  i t  convenien t ly ,  I ’m so
distracted...”.  Oh well.

Dharma wonders  i f  I  am going  to  do  a
“Christmas message”.  Why?  You don’t want to
hear a REAL Christmas message.  You want
Daddy to tell you how wonderful you are, how
wonderful is the Season, how brilliant is your
whatever, and lie to you about circumstances.
No thank you, readers.  You have that kind of
garbage all the time.  Why would you want God
to lie to you TOO?

You often miss my points regarding such
th ings  as  Chr i s tmas .   I  implore  you  to
participate, enjoy the wondrous giving of lights
and friendship and that which touches the heart
and  warms the  soul  on  t rad i t iona l  days .
TRADITIONAL DAYS is the key phrase herein.
TRADITIONAL THINGS AND TRADITIONAL
CULTURES—THESE ARE THE THINGS
WHICH GIVE UNIQUE FOCUS ON ANY
STORY OR TALE.  IF YOUR TRADITIONAL

PRACTICES ARE OF LIGHT,  GIVING,
SHARING, BEAUTY AND TRUTH, YOU WILL
FIND THESE WONDERFUL THINGS.

Since we are in the Philippines, let me point
out what happens here, there and everywhere.
There is such lack of knowledge, understanding
or  ou t r igh t  “car ing”  tha t  i t  e ludes  the
consciousness to even know how to respond.

We are boggled by that which has happened
in  jus t  one  inc ident ,  tha t  o f  a  f i re  in  an
orphanage with a death toll of some 30 babies
and children readying for a Christmas party.

The firemen were slow to respond, and so
today ,  what  might  the  response  be  to  the
complaint?  Headline: “Manila firemen deplore
low pay”.  By the end of the article you don’t
know whether to laugh or cry.  The firemen say
that things are so bad economically that they are
depressed and slow to respond.  They say that
they are forced to pay into an insurance fund
regularly, which fund never goes to insurance.
They have to pay into a “loan fund” which never
seems to reduce the loans.  And on and on it
goes.  Are the babies better off or worse off for
their transition to God and the Angels?  Some of
the children in the orphanage are children of
some of the firemen, who could no longer feed
or  she l te r  the i r  ch i ldren .   THIS IS  LIFE,
CHELAS, NOT TRADITION OR A FLUKE;
THIS IS  THE LIFE THAT HAS COME TO
REST ON THE PEOPLE BECAUSE OF THE
CORRUPTION AND EVIL GREED OF THE
PEOPLE AT THE TOP.

The attitude, unfortunately, is no different
on  down the  ladder  of  par t ic ipa t ion .   The
f i remen would  do  unto  the  o thers  jus t  to
individually  gain a bit more, so it is hard to cast
stones.

GRAVEYARDS  AT  CHRISTMAS?

You should have pause right here to ask what
kind of a “heading” is that?  Well, there are not
rooms in  the  Inns  for  a l l  the  ch i ldren ,  so
thousands live in the gutters and streets.  SOME
LIVE IN THE GRAVEYARDS.  Nobody bothers
them very much in the graveyards and they can
sniff their glue in peace.

Did I say “sniff their glue”?
Indeed.  The children get a bit of
pesos of less than a dollar a day
for  food .   The  ch i ldren  have
learned, however, that if they get
g lue  and  sn i f f  i t ,  they  forge t
about  be ing  hungry—so they
spend all their funds on glue and
then live in the cemetery.  These
children are so many in number
tha t  they  a re  s imply  ca l led
“Grave Children”.  They don’t
fear the dead, they fear the living,
and now they themselves are the
“living dead”.  And no, I jest not:
THIS IS  A FRONT PAGE
STORY.

This is not, however, the lead
s tory  for  tha t  i s  “Asia’s  las t
sporting spectacle of the century
opens in Bangkok.”

Do I do this so that you don’t
enjoy anything in your own lives?
NO, NO, AND NO!  I just want
you to understand why “I” might
ge t  t es ty  somet imes  and  the
hear t s  b reak  over  the
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overwhelming task of helping somehow while
only being able to watch further deterioration.
NO, I  want you to use the things you have,
appreciate the beauty and even the gaudy things
of the holiday because life MUST HAVE SELF-
PLEASURE OR THERE CAN BE NO JOY FOR
THE SOUL FOR NO ONE WOULD REALIZE
PLENTY OR LACK OF IT.

Do I want you to just GIVE IT ALL TO THE
POOR AND BECOME POOR YOURSELF?
NO!!!  YOU COULD GIVE EVERYTHING YOU
MIGHT EVER HAVE OR WILL HAVE AND
YOU COULDN’T “FIX” THIS IMBALANCE.
YOU MUST BE WILLING TO LIVE TOWARD
CHANGE OR THERE IS NO POINT IN THE
JOURNEY.

There have always been beggars since the
beginning of  man for  many reasons,  real  or
conjured.  However, you now offer Viagra for
more pleasure and need while you dump the
babies which are sired—into the graveyards and
gutters.  Many simply bypass the stint of trying
to “live” in the Graveyard.

Do I  object  to  your  games wi th  such as
Viagra and sex and folly?  Yes.  You are living
on the edge of extinction and all you can do is
think of your toys and games.  Poor children:
THERE IS NOTHING IN VIAGRA TO REALLY
DO ANYTHING EXCEPT USE A BIT OF

MIND-CONTROL ON YOU WHILE YOU GO
FOR WHAT YOU THINK MIGHT BE A BRIEF
MOMENT OF WHAT?  EXCITEMENT?
LOVE?  OH BARF!  Sex may well be fun and
exciting but it is deadly in more ways than one
while it totally drains the body of energy and
physical stamina.  Aren’t you “out of control”
enough without deliberately placing yourself
further “out of control”?  Do you actually think
Bill Clinton’s “drives” have merited him great
accolades as Statesman of the Year?  I promise
you:  screw around and you are  going to  be
screwed up.  In addition, if you are working on
something noble and interesting—you won’t even
think about wasting your time “sleeping around”.

Well, let’s leave that topic for it is so dear to
the heart of man (in his pants) that none can
adequately deal with the subject, much the less
responsibility in the matter.  I would check the
HIV ALONG WITH EVERYTHING ELSE.

I would note here, while mentioning HIV,
that almost all the children, those Graveyard
chi ldren ,  a re  HIV pos i t ive .   And what
explanation is offered?  Well, the little girls are
more profitable the younger they are and the
l i t t l e  boys  a re  too  smal l  for  the  condoms
provided.  People, we are talking about babies
usually less than ten years old.  And it is all
right there, spelled out right in the daily paper,

pictures right on the front page showing the bags
for sniffing and the glazed and unseeing eyes.

“Oh, but that’s Manila,” you might say.  GO
LOOK IN HOLLYWOOD ON THE BACK
STREETS WHERE THE CHILDREN GO.  IT IS
ANYWHERE, GLOBAL EARTH.

It was interesting to note that there are major
advertisements in the Manila guides for massage
places and house calls, escorts, and you name it.
In Malaysia it was far more subtle but there were
more  pages  in  the  phone  book for  these
“services”.  There was even a little back-room
dealing going on right in the Hotel in which the
team s tayed .   How in te res t ing?   No,  no t
“interesting”—disgusting.  These hotels such as
Concorde and Galarmi are BUSINESS CENTERS
where  bus iness  people  can  have  a  b i t  o f  a
refrigerator and a few things of home with a full
office center for doing business.  This is where
business men/women stay for convenience to
business locations and ease of getting around in
the business areas.  The bigger MAJOR hotels
have even more lavish arrangements for their
“tend your comfort needs” as they advertise their
perks.

Who do YOU tend to throw stones at, the
prostitutes or the ones who hire them?  Check it
out pretty carefully for I will tell you something:
a mother will do what she needs to do to feed
her babies as long as she can—any way she can.
So, get out the old travel-kit with Viagra and hit
the road because you undoubtedly deserve a
break  today  f rom your  hard  labors  and
inferiority complexes.

God does NOT ask that you run hither and
yon and stuff your religions down the throats of
the  unsuspect ing nat ives .   You are  far  less
Spir i tual  than a lmost  a l l  of  the  “pr imit ive”
natives, so keep that line of push and shove out
of your sights.  Be individually grateful for that
which you have,  even if  i t  seems small  and
insignificant.   Be grateful for the lessons so
necessary  to  f ind  peace  and  joy  wi th in .
Appreciate  those things for  which you gain
through labor and enjoy, as well, those things
acquired in abundance.  GOD IS ABUNDANCE
and you must learn the difference in having and
taking.  Receiving is equal to giving, chelas, so
don’t jump to incorrect conclusions.  Remember
also, example is the best teacher and nobody, but
nobody, wants to follow the leader into the pits.
If we can offer nothing more than poverty, then
we have accomplished NOTHING.

Accept God’s gifts in the manner in which
He bestows them, in LOVE and ABUNDANCE.
Do a  n ice  random ac t  o f  k indness  and
goodness—and then PASS IT ON.  You need not
rush hither and yon DOING FOR someone else
except in instances of love and true charity of
sharing—but you must help others to be able to
gain for themselves.  That often only requires
allowance and tolerance along with just a bit of
encouragement.  Try to see all the circumstances
in any situation and then, only then, see what
you  can  do  to  REALLY help  and  not  jus t
JUDGE.  It costs NOTHING to give LOVE, a
smile and a bit of encouragement.

Now that the lecture is over, I might remind
you of  my beloved se l f ,  tha t  I  cher ish  you
beyond your imaginings and I know, even if you
do not, that you can do and create that which is
“impossible”.  Therefore, let us press forward
and do it.

Salu, and may the true Joy of the Season be
resting upon your minds.    

Oh, you have no idea how much we hate having to say that already.  After all, it is still 1 week
away.  Gadzooks!!!  What did we just say?  ONE WEEK!!!

Well there’s nothing like getting the shopping out of the way early.

AND to help you with your joyous task we have decided to give you a hand and a break (Don’t
worry this won’t break your hand).

Beginning December 1st and running through December 23rd we will have on SALE Cu29-
Copper, GaiaCol & GaiaGold, Gaia DHEA and Noni.  The sale will be: “BUY TWO, GET THE
THIRD ONE FREE”.  Well, kinda free.  We will add on a small fee for each freebie, to cover the
freight.  The amounts are as follows:

2oz-freebies @ $1.00 s&h
16oz-freebies @ $2.00 s&h
32oz-freebies @ $3.00 s&h

other, regular freight fees still apply.
This offer is good only on orders shipped within the United States.

*Limit 2 free offers per product and size.  Note this sale is on all sizes: 2oz, 16oz, and 32oz:
 GaiaCol, GaiaGold, Cu29-Copper, Gaia DHEA and Noni.

*The way this will work is, you can buy 4-2oz GaiaCols for $10.00 each (and get two freebies).
That’s $40.00.  Plus you will add $1.00 s&h for each freebie.  That’s $2.00 s&h.  So the total for
the 6-2oz GaiaCols would be $42.00.  Or if you choose to go with the 32oz size for this Product, it
would look like this: 4-32oz GaiaCols for $96.00 each.  That’s $384.00.  Plus you will add $3.00
s&h for each freebie.  That’s $6.00 s&h.  So the total for the 6-32oz GaiaCol would be $390.00.
This is a savings of $186.00.

We hope this helps reduce your HOLIDAY expenses.  Don’t forget that we also have available
for you Gift Certificates in any denomination.

Thank You for your continued support.

Yours Truly,
NEW GAIA

800-639-4242

TMERRY CHRISTMAS
From New Gaia Products

Hurry
! S

ale Ends

12/23/98
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HAPPY HOLIDAYS
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FROM CONTACT
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12/11/98  #1    HATONN

IN  THE  WORLD  OF  GOD
EVERYONE  HAD,  HAS,  OR

WILL  HAVE  THEIR
OPPORTUNITY  FOR  CHOICE

Dharma is, so far, the only one who sees what
is coming and for that, Precious, I apologize.  For
everyone else, no apologies.  I have sent to the
drowning parties life-rings, canoes, boats, ocean
liners and helicopters.  My, my, the hearts are
hard of hearing.

We are going to write this “book” exactly as
that—a full-blown book.  The names will not, in
most instances, be changed for I am weary of all
the hyped-up protection of the guilty parties.  The
only problem we have is WHERE TO START.

Therefore, we will use the old Hollywood
method of many flashbacks while we are writing
and, finally, after running in a series, we will fit
the pieces together properly in sequence which
will make historical order more easily discerned.
At this moment, however, I have no interest in
historical “order”, but rather, current events and
calling events as they are and not as the tales
have somehow surfaced.

Since we are in the Philippines, obviously the
point will be, and the plot played out, as to the
Philippines.  I will have insertions later to flesh
out the story and I will be asking Nora to do a
final “historical saga” of the circumstances still
unfolding in this fantasy world of such as Imelda
Marcos.

I will start by simply telling you some things
you never really wanted to know—but it will
make a difference as to how we present and are
accepted in this day of trying to get something
worthwhile accomplished.

IMELDA  MARCOS

Let us be a bit kind to this poor manipulated
soul trying to escape the bindings of what has
happened to her over her lifetime.

She began and lived her early life in about as
bad of circumstances as most of you could even
dream.  She was, however, a strong little girl and
managed to somehow survive, due mostly to her
ability to live in “fantasy”.  And oh my, she was
beautiful and knew how to use that beauty to her
best  advantage.   This  was never  lost  on the
manipulators, set on creating the greatest con
game ever imagined on humanity.

Today Imelda changes her plot—AGAIN.

She has been going to sue the pants off Marcos’
old cronies, but suddenly today she is mumbling
“compromise”  and  “negot ia t ion”  wi th  the
government.

Along with that  att i tude,  TODAY, she is
accused of being the mastermind and “calling the
shots” during the Ninoy slaying.  Does she even
know it?  Well, yes of course, it simply has NO
MEANING FOR HER OR TO HER as life was
that which was “happening” to this little girl in
the whirl of incredible stresses and make-believe.

All during this time of ripening, the CIA had
control of the Philippines.  And here enters such
as Russell Herman, known by many names, into
this intriguing picture.  The CIA had Edward G.
Lansdale in charge of things in Manila, and he
was fed instructions from William Colby and
Theodore Shackley.

By the way, even in the Philippines the BIG
play  unfo ld ing  was  ca l led  “The  Phoenix
Programme”.  It was set up in 1969 formally.  It
was established to give the GVN (Government of
Vietnam, South) and the U.S. troops in Asia the
license and justification for the arrest, torture or
killing of anyone in the country, whether or not
the person was carrying a gun.  By then, what
was seen as the magic formula Lansdale had
invented and pioneered in the Philippines had
become the CIA’s standard operating procedure
elsewhere in the Third World—not merely in
Vietnam but in Indonesia, Cuba and Chile.  In
each case the operations were carried out by the
same team of Americans and Filipinos who had
created the Magsaysay government.

This was a global crusade that transcended
mere national politics.

And who might have been important in that
in te rchanging  t ime of  “ge tcha”?   Wel l ,
immedia te ly  come to  mind  some of  the
immediate players who would always show up in
the US Senate in Armed Services Committee
Reports signed by Senators Stuart Symington,
Stephen M. Young and Daniel K. Inouye.

Everything was enabled as far as a working
plan by the “Cold War” with Russia (Soviets).
This very thing was well-presented as it was, in
truth, by I.F. Stone: “The truth is that we have
spent a trillion dollars since World War II on a
gigantic hoax...”.

And I tell you here and now, to be unfolded
and conf i rmed la te r ,  tha t  the  en t i re  wor ld
ongoing  id iocy  was  a  hoax  of  the  mos t
magnificence ever dreamed.

But let us move back in time and see what
l i t t le  Meldy was  doing.   Af ter  she  marr ied

Marcos, which is a wondrous tale in itself, she
tried diligently to fit into a world which was
both criminal and immoral, and it wore away at
her even with her own desires for recognition
and attention.

She began having severe migraine headaches
and became totally zombie-l ike.   She would
overeat and would lock herself away and gorge
on sweets.  She developed double vision and
inability to function at all.

When the crisis came, she had a full-blown
nervous  breakdown—and GUESS WHAT,
kiddies :  Ferd  took  her  to  New York  for
treatment.  And wow, guess what’s more: she got
the cure and “became a totally different person”
from that time on.  Wow!  She was put through
the  mind-a l te r ing  programs where  she  was
programmed by auto-suggestion and the change
was a  “revelat ion” as  Saul’s  on the road to
Damascus.  From that time on there were no
devia t ions  f rom the  pa th  dec ided  for  her
marching.

Now, I don’t want to shock you too much,
but as people get old and sick and things in the
wor ld  about  them become undone and i t  i s
obvious  that  the  “ thought  to  be”  a l l ies  and
friends turn—so too will the manipulated.

At the time of Marcos’ exile in Hawaii, you
will find it to coincide with all the nasty stuff
happening  here  and  there ,  INCLUDING,
FINALLY, an attempt to snatch the Peruvian
Gold Certificate from Herman, which caused
Herman to change it into a contract and register
the thing.

In  those  t imes  of  “h i t  men”  and  greed
mongers, the whole thing with Marcos and his
buddies was COMING APART.  After all, while
Marcos was dying, Imelda was brought forth in
the US and charged and tried for racketeering.
This developed a great deal of bitterness within
the  lady—but  be ing  a  good l i t t l e
PROGRAMMED MOTHER OF ALL
BUTTERFLIES,  she  took  i t  qu i te  wel l ,
considering everything.

Marcos ,  could ,  however ,  see  what  was
happening, and it was then that he asked Russell
Herman to see to it that somehow the contracts
and certificates could be protected, and to please
see to it to the best of his ability that Imelda be
protected.  Herman took that pledge seriously.
But his world was coming apart anyway as the
Bush Brigade was in high gear trying to cover
their own criminal tracks from BCCI to Saddam
Hussein.

As the plagues of Satan were being brought
upon Russell, it was then that he began to set his
agreements with Rick.  Rick didn’t have enough
experience to have any idea the magnitude of
that which was asked of him.

Russell came to me and it was purposefully
to utilize CONTACT as a mode of information
networking.  It was decided that EVERYTHING
would simply be public as to anything done by
any person relative to myself or participation.

Russell passed on to Rick the agreement that
Rick would continue to work for the protection
of Imelda, and utilize what could be utilized in
the Philippines to somehow get back some of the
massive wealth which was outright stolen during
the time of Marcos “reign”.  And yes indeed,
Imelda knew Russell very well.  She simply was
so programmed that she never really knew much
of anything other than what she was told, and
she became the cute little outrageous lady of the
world.   But  she was able,  through i t  a l l ,  to

View From Philippines

Imelda Marcos And The
Peruvian Gold Certificate
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accomplish things which no man in the same
position could even begin to contemplate.  She
is ,  however ,  a l so  programmed to  have  NO
RECALL, except of things imprinted on her TO
REMEMBER.  As a  mat ter  of  fac t ,  Russel l
Herman was one of her “handlers”.

Russell told Rick that one of his contacts,
after his demise, should be in the Philippines,
and further, should be Lucio Tan.  Now, come on
chilluns, who in Tehachapi had ever heard of a
Lucio Tan?  Well, it all makes sense TODAY.
Ah, but to get Lucio Tan to acknowledge and
Imelda to do anything more than “acknowledge”
is interesting in itself.

Yesterday there  was  a  meet ing  wi th  the
Chairman of the Board and writer-owner of the
major Manila newspaper.  He was shocked and
stunned at information—but held his time.  He
had someone with him, however, who owned
right up as to KNOWING RUSTY HERMAN.
Wow?  Is old Dad giving you good information
or what, kids?

Now, is this dangerous?  Of course, but not if
anyone THINKS ABOUT IT.  We have the very
THING which will bail everyone out of their
hog-mire.  The Central Bank needs shoring up
and they are in the same predicament here as you
were, as citizens in the U.S., and cannot hold
gold other than as jewelry articles.  ONLY the
Central Bank can buy, hold, sell or use GOLD.
This, of course, was to allow all that massive
movement of gold OUT of the Philippines (as
happened in the US) and off shore.  Further, it is
here, as it was there, structured so that Treasury
Bills could not be paid in gold to citizens.  So,
this leaves the “other arranged governments”,
i.e., Israel, to demand every payment of anything
IN GOLD.  More than that, there then came the
day when the GOLD STANDARD was abolished.
This came so quietly that nobody in the world,
by intent, ever realized that there was no longer
any VALUE COMMODITY backing currency.

So, LET’S HAVE IT NOW.  There were also
gold cert i f icates ,  f lowing l ike water ,  out  of
Taiwan.   They were claimed to be from the
former head of state of China and flowed through
someone touted to be a granddaughter, called,
but not spelled correctly through intent, Grace
Sue.

This was working pretty well until it came to
light that the certificates are NO GOOD for they
were  or ig ined  AFTER THE FEDERAL
RESERVE ACT BECAME LAW IN 1913.  So,
wow,  they  could  be  s imply  DISMISSED.
However, they were not dismissed and now there
are BILLIONS of dollars running around based
on those screwed-up documents  which were
mostly conjured up by Roosevelt.

But so we can go on.  What would a Bush
Brigade have to do to make something legal and
valid?  They had to have certificates which were
based ON GOLD, val id  BEFORE THE FED
RESERVE ACT, and BIG.  Bonus Certificate
(Peruvian) fit all of the necessary qualifications.
Therefore, through high-level players such as
Bentsen, Baker, Greenspan and other top-level
manipulators, the Certificate was valued BY THE
FED at its incredible size.  This became Bush’s
“Superfund” and was without limits.  However,
only one thing was wrong with this game—the
certificate WAS NOT HIS.  And oh yes indeed,
it was certainly also all entangled with Ferdinand
Marcos.

The US government couldn’t just “wipe it
out” because it was not theirs to handle.  It was,

a f te r  a l l ,  in  the  cont ro l  and  management
(ownership if you will by “Bearer” standing) of
one Russell Herman.

I don’t need to write the whole of the story
today for  I  jus t  don’ t  want  to  get  ahead of
myself.

Why would WE then have had reason to
struggle on behalf of Russell Herman?  Simply
put, naive need.  Russell  Herman left to our
“Gutsy little paper, CONTACT”, $40 MILLION
dollars in his will—along with 48% of the value
of the Bonus Contract to the various States of
We-The-People of the US.  This got the whole
th ing  reg is te red  and  en te red  as  va l id  US
documents and DEBT.

Because ,  af ter  the  Fed Reserve Act ,  the
Treasury of the US transferred debts to the Fed,
you have the Fed holding this  DEBT.  That
means that since the IMF, World Bank, et al.,
along with the International Settlement Bank in
Switzerland are all major parts of the SAME
SNAKE, the responsibility of this debt goes all
the way to the top Elite Banksters.  Note WHY,
and THAT,  Rubin ,  who i s  supposed  to  be
Secretary of the U.S. Treasury, is actually A
PAID EMPLOYEE OF THE IMF!

Now, you will note that just in the past two
days Switzerland has a new president: “Interior
Minister Ruth Dreifuss was elected Switzerland’s
first-female AND FIRST JEWISH president by
parliament yesterday...”  [The Star, Philippines,
Dec. 10, 1998 from Reuters, Zurich.]

How do you like them apples and how about
that Holocaust money-gold push?

EURO  MONEY

We f ind  Mr .  Soros  do ing  h is  super
projections today that somehow the Euro will
help straighten out the mess into which he helped
push the poor misguided world.   Say what?
WHAT BACKS THE EURO CURRENCY?
Right—NOTHING.  So you are  consider ing
replacing NOTHING with NOTHING.  What you
are really doing is bringing more plagues upon
your houses.  So be it, it is YOUR world and
fool ishness  is  one among your  FREE-WILL

CHOICES.
So what are WE DOING?  Are we trying to

SAVE THE WORLD?  No, absolutely not.  If
you want your world saved—GET OFF YOUR
ASSETS AND SAVE IT.  We are going to meet
our commitments and our agreements.  We bring
opportunity to cover the asses of quite a few
“mistake-bound” players while we are at  i t .
Why?  Because what is sauce for that old goose
is also a good and worthy sauce for that gander.

Banks in trouble can use our plan to build
and grow out of the mess in which they are
mired  and  they  can  do  i t  wi th  to ta l
TRANSPARENCY while stopping the hiding-at-
all-costs.

The players who got the players into such
trouble can escape by reworking the tools in
honor and with integrity.

So, what part is Granny’s?  I haven’t any
idea what she thinks and it  appears that Mr.
Jackson may just help her right into a legal trap
from which they can’t extract themselves.  I
agreed to take as much care of V.K. Durham as
SHE WOULD ALLOW AND SHE ALLOWS
NOTHING.  So be it.

Does she know all about these things?  NO,
NO AND NO.  Come on, chelas—what do YOU
THINK?

Yes indeed, you are going to find things
unfolding regarding such as  I raq and Libya
which will be entirely shocking in the unfolding.
Don’t let it upset you—what did you think was
going on?  Certainly nothing takes place as you
are  TOLD by the  very  c r imina l  e lements
themselves.

Look around you RIGHT NOW as gold is
controlled at a major loss to every nation, and so
too is oil suppressed at a loss to the intended
states for their demise.  Oh my, and it just goes
on and on and on.

We don’ t  have  more  t ime to  s i t  a t  th i s
writing longer, so let us just close where we are
and we will take up more as we have time and it
is suitable to what we must accomplish here and
what we must make public to secure our position
and our people.

Thank you for being flexible, Scribe.   
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WALL  STREET’S
GOLDEN  EGG  IS

SCRAMBLED

NEW YORK CITY, New York, by Mar tin
Mann, EXCLUSIVE TO THE SPOTLIGHT—The
White House is quietly assembling a task force
of federal investigators to look into reports that
a back-room syndicate of Wall Street’s largest
banks and hedge funds has been engaged in vast
and risky speculative maneuvers that involved,
among other tactics, rigging the market value and
global supply of gold.

This vital precious metal has been bought and
sold for more than a year in large quantities at
unnaturally low and stagnant price levels in both
of the world’s principal gold trading centers,
London and New York, sources noted.

When Federa l  Reserve  Chai r man Alan
Greenspan engineered an emergency bailout
worth billions last September for a foundering
East Coast hedge fund, known as Long Term
Capital Management (LTCM), regulators found
that this private investment f irm had assumed
large hidden trading positions in gold.

That was a disturbing discovery, sources say.
LTCM was known for wheeling and dealing in the
secur i t ies  and cur rency markets ,  but  not  in
commodities.

“They made enormous bets on stocks, bonds
and even Asian currencies,” says veteran f inancial
analyst Ron Welker.  “When they suddenly went
bust  in  la te  August ,  they were in  danger  of
defaulting on speculative forward contracts worth
a staggering $200 billion.  But gold was never
supposed to be a part of LTCM’s portfolio.

“LTCM used gold merely as an instrument to
f inance its gambles,” says Welker.  “They found
that they could borrow gold in any quantity at
dirt-cheap interest rates, often amounting to no
more  than  one  and one-hal f  percent .   They
immediately sold their borrowed bullion, and thus
acquired funding on which they paid only minimal
interest, far below the prevailing loan rates.”

There was a catch, of course.  “Gold prices
had to be kept stagnant, otherwise LTCM would
have incurred a loss, instead of a prof it, when its
gold-borrowing contracts expired and it had to
buy back the bullion it had sold in order to return
it to the lenders,” Welker explained.

But LTCM was not alone in making mammoth
specula t ive  be ts  in  the  f inanc ia l  marke ts ,
regulators found.

“Wal l  S t ree t ’s  la rges t  commerc ia l  and
investment banks are increasingly acting like
hedge funds themselves,” says Tracy Corrigan,
who covers U.S. money markets for The Financial
Times , the prestigious business daily based in
England.

Behind  the  scenes  were  the  Rockefe l le r
dynas ty’s  f lagsh ip ,  Chase  Manhat tan
conglomera te ;  Ci t ig roup ,  the  la rges t  U.S .
financial-services corporation; and Banker’s Trust.
They were all found to have turned to the sort of
high-risk speculation characteristic of hedge
funds.

“They all reported losses running into the
billions after LTCM’s collapse,” says Welker.
“Many of these megabanks were apparently also
involved in bor rowing and manipulating vast
amounts of gold to f inance their betting streaks.”

SPECULATIVE RAIDS?

Was gold used to help fuel the speculative
raids that wrecked the economies of half-a-dozen
Asian countries last year?  A group of regional

leaders,  led by Prime Minister  Dr.  Mahathir
Mohamad, Malaysia’s long-ruling nationalist
strongman, wants to know.

Moreover, as this issue of The SPOTLIGHT
went to press, it was learned that at the Clinton
White House, a recently formed and mysterious
authority known as the President’s Working Group
on Financial Markets is moving to coordinate its
own broad investigation of these speculative
excesses that have roiled the worlds f inancial and
commodity markets in recent months.

* * *

AL  GORES  ASIANS
WHILE  BILL

BLASTS  SADDAM

EXCLUSIVE TO THE SPOTLIGHT
by James Harrer

Behind the inflammatory incident
there is an urgent effort by the Clinton
administration to divert attention from

the makings of a scandal.

Vice President Al Gore’s incessant attempts to
distinguish himself as the Clinton administration’s
most submissive supporter of Israel’s far-flung
interests backfired this month in Asia, where he
wrecked a  cr i t ica l  economic summit  wi th  a
startling attack on one of the ministate’s most
mordant critics: Malaysian Premier Mahathir
Mohamad.

There is growing evidence that international
speculators in New York and Moscow, bound by
common e thnic  t i es  to  I s rae l ,  a re  secre t ly
manipulating the supply and price of gold in the
world markets, well-placed Wall Street sources
have told The SPOTLIGHT

“As soon as  he ar r ived in the Malaysian
capital, Kuala Lumpur, to represent the United
States at a summit conference of 21 hard-pressed
Asian  and  Pac i f ic  Rim na t ions—replac ing
Clinton, who stayed home to deal with Iraq—Gore
took an unprecedented step: He gave a speech
making common cause with anti-government
street demonstrators,” says Russell E. F. Faulkner,
a British broadcast correspondent covering the
conference.

BITTER CONTEST

The street rioters were demanding the ousting
of Prime Minister Mohamad, a revered f igure in
Asia, who has recently become embroiled in a
bitter contest with a political rival.

“The vice president’s strange sally, suggesting
that the United States supported the overthrow of
Dr. Mohamad, Malaysia’s long-established leader,
who was, after all ,  the sponsor of the APEC
conference and Gore’s own host, stir red up a
storm of outrage,” related Faulkner.

Other Western observers expressed similar
conclusions.  “Mr. Gore’s blunt words have left the
meeting of Pacific Rim nations a shambles ... [the
scheduled] discussion on how to rein in global
capital flows were scarcely heard today,” reported
Mark Landler in The New York Times on Nov. 18.

That may have been the real purpose of Gore’s
unusual intervention in his host country’s internal
affairs, Wall Street analysts and regional experts
say.
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“Ever since Dr. Mohamad blamed ‘Jewish
speculators’ and ‘criminal Zionist f inanciers’ for
wrecking the currency of his nation (and that of
o ther  As ian  count r ies )  a t  l as t  year ’s  APEC
meeting, he has been a major target of Israeli
intrigues,” related Dr. Anatol Abusir, a senior
economic advisor to the conference delegation
from Brunei.

This year, Dr. Mohamad reportedly planned to
fo l low h is  denuncia t ion  of  the  rapac ious
international  money moguls (now commonly
known from Moscow all the way to Manila as
“Zionocrats”) with a discussion of several related
topics, including their covert manipulation of the
worldwide supply and price of gold.

“That issue is now likely to be tabled or
largely muted, and even if it isn’t, there won’t be
any major press coverage,” added this experienced
observer.

Most  headl ines  deal t  wi th  the  chorus  of
condemnation that  met  Gore’s  extraordinary
expressions of encouragement for the unruly
Malaysian opposition attempting to force out
Premier Mahathir Mohamad’s regime.

Malaysian Foreign Minister Adbullah Badawi
formally denounced “incitement by the U.S.
government to lawlessness by certain elements to
use undemocratic means in order to overthrow a
constitutionally elected government.”

Malays ia  wi l l  ho ld  the  Uni ted  S ta tes
“accountable” for any violence stir red up by
Gore’s speech, Badawi angrily added.

NOT THEIR WAY

Austra l ian  Pr ime Minis te r  John  Howard
“deplored” Gore’s intervention emphasizing that
“it was not Australia’s way to tell others what to
do”.

“You don’t necessarily achieve a desirable
outcome by constantly hectoring other nations.
We also recognize that different countries have
different views and ways,” added the Australian
leader.

S t range ly  enough,  Malays ia ’s  l ead ing
opposi t ion par ty—the very protesters  whom
Gore’s  speech was supposed to  suppor t  and
encourage—agreed with the Australian leader’s
repudiation of the U.S. vice president’s heavy-
handed meddling in Asia’s domestic politics.

Lim Kit Siang, a key Malaysian opposition
leader, warned that Gore had “stirred up a hornet’s
nes t  . . .  there  i s  a  fee l ing  of  na t iona l
embar rassment  that  a  foreign leader  should
interfere in our affairs and preach about the need
for democratic change. on our soil.”

CIA AND
MOSSAD

Chandra Muzaffar, another spokesman for the
dissidents, cautioned that “Gore’s speech will not
help the opposition, it may even discredit it ... it
will support those who have been talking about a
plot by the CIA and the Mossad [Israel’s secret
service] to destabilize Malaysia and overthrow its
government.”

Whether it  is true—as Malaysian security
off icers privately claim—that there is evidence
Mossad agents are involved in organizing street
demonstrations against the incumbent regime,
“One thing is for certain: If there is no further
public discussion of what alien speculators have
done to Asia’s economy, Gore’s heavy-handed
meddling will have served the interests of its two

real  sponsors:  Wall  Street  and internat ional
Zionism,” concluded Dr. Abusir.

* * *

   U.S.  PUSHES
MALAYSIAN  COUP

by Warren Hough

The prime minister of a friendly nation has
been targeted for elimination.  His crime is that
“in a world order built on lies, this man tells the
truth”.

Behind the scenes, President Bill Clinton is
being pushed to sign off on a series of covert
actions designed to overthrow Malaysian Prime
Minis te r  Mahath i r  Mohamad,  an  e lec ted,
democratic and long-established Asian leader.

Under Mahathir’s nationalist administration,
Malaysia has been the only Southeast  Asian
country to achieve real economic progress this
year.  But the pressure to destroy his regime is
mounting, says Russell E. F. Faulkner, a British
broadcast correspondent stationed in Hong Kong.

The campaign to destabilize the Malaysian
government is being driven by Israel’s aggressive
Washington lobby, its secret service (the Mossad),
their powerful all ies on Wall Street,  and the
Establishment media, Faulkner found.

“They have never  forgiven Mahathi r  for
publicly denouncing the international f inanciers
whose cur rency raids ruined Southeast Asia’s
hard-working economies last year as ‘Jewish
specula tors ’ and  c r imina l  Z ionis t  money
manipulators,” Faulkner related.

In addition, Mahathir “has established himself
as a leader among critics of the unfettered global
markets and the IMF’s economic prescriptions”,
repor ted  Washington  Pos t  s ta ff  wr i te r  Paul
Blustein from Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia’s capital,
on Nov. 21.

“Instead of backf iring, as the IMF
and the  U.S .  Treasury  had  not -so
secretly hoped, the controls [monetary
and f i sca l  re forms inaugura ted  by
Mahathir] are saving Malaysia from
being destroyed by the Asian f inancial
c r i s i s ,  accord ing  to  the  count r y ’s
lead ing  indus t r ia l i s t s ,”  Blus te in
conceded.

Now the  IMF and  the  Cl in ton
administration are more eager than ever
“to discourage other countries from
following Malaysia’s lead on imposing
f inancial controls” on speculative “hot
money” maneuvers ,  the  Post  s tory
related.

In fact, Zionism’s worldwide agent
network and the web of dual-loyalist
policymakers in Washington, led by
Vice President Al Gore, are doing more
than just  discouraging neighboring
gover nments  f rom emula t ing  the
Malaysian leader’s patriotic reforms.
They are encouraging a coup d’état
against him, diplomatic sources say.

“Dr. Mahathir is getting what is
known as the ‘Marcos treatment’,” says
Dr. Lee Sirivedhin, a Thai economist on
sabbatical at the State University of
New York.   “In public,  he is  being
relentlessly denigrated, while infiltrated

agents  a re  cover t ly  organiz ing  pro tes t
demonstrations and setting the stage for a coup.”

The difference is—unlike the late President
Ferdinand Marcos whose disposition to admire
and trust all Americans made him an easy target
when the CIA and the Mossad set out to oust
him—Mahathir  is  a  resolute nationalist  who
rejects alien interference in his country’s affairs.

The Malaysian leader’s innate distrust  of
globalism has kept the meddlers of the IMF and
the World Bank at bay in his bailiwick.  Strong-
willed resistance to globalist domination has
added these powerful  international  f inancial
enforcers to the list of Mahathir’s sworn enemies.

Reliance on its own industry and resources has
boosted Malaysia ahead of other Southeast Asian
economies this year, most Western observers now
admit.

“Interest rates came down, from 11 percent to
7 percent, and the stock market is improving,” said
Franc is  Yeh ,  ch ie f  execut ive  of  a  l ead ing
Malaysian conglomerate, to The Post.  “There is
confidence in home buying now, too.  I have 3,000
people que to buy houses at a project of ours.”

But Gore, known among Washington insiders
as the nation’s f irst  “Dual Loyalist”,  took a
different stance while visi t ing Malaysia this
month at the head of a U.S. economic delegation.

On arrival in Kuala Lumpur, Gore noted there
were student demonstrations in the streets who
were, for the most part, radical splinter groups
similar to the dissident youths mobilized by CIA
agents against Marcos in the Philippines.  Gore
praised the rioters.

“It was an outrageous violation, not just of
civilized international relations, but of the most
elementary decorum,” noted Sirivedhin.   “I t
amounted to telling the demonstrators: ‘Go ahead
and over throw your government—the United
States supports you’.”

It was “a smug and arrogant intervention” in
another nation’s internal affairs, said conservative
Washington columnist Robert Novak.    
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Soltec: Put Excuses Aside
And Recognize Your Power!

12/12/98    SOLTEC

Good evening, my friend.  It is I, Toniose
Soltec,  come in the Radiant  One Light  of
Creator Source.  Be at peace.

Those of you who are attentive to such
things have noticed that both volcanic and
earthquake activity have increased again around
your planet as of late.  Because all is connected
to all, you can see in this activity (which is due
to the rising “blood pressure” of Mother Earth)
a reflection-reaction from the increasing stress-
energy  be ing  emi t ted  by  many ones  th i s
Holiday Season.  Many feel “in the air” a
tension of underlying unrest and discontent,
despite the superficial flurry of activity and
glitter, as society continues to fall apart and
spin downward into ever  worsening moral
decay—in blatant and unsettling contrast to the
True Meaning of the Season.

Allow for the unfolding “drama” of life and
living to present its challenges and lessons.
This is what all of you have come to planet
Earth-Shan to experience at this time.  You
each have come for important lessons, and
lessons you are getting.  Offer a helping hand
to those who ask for assistance, and recognize
and allow for those who wish to forego such
assistance.

Many quickly forget that ALL aspects of the
physical experience have growth opportunity—
not just what is foremost on your mind.  This is
to say that, though you may be preoccupied
with one small aspect or challenge at this point
in time, it does NOT mean this one thing is
REALLY very important at all.  It may simply
be a distraction that is keeping you from doing
(or seeing) the Greater Truth.

If you are having car troubles, and you are
worried about losing your job because you
cannot  ge t  to  work ,  th is  may seem ALL-
important to you in the moment.  But, what if
the very next moment you get a call and find
out that your child (or some close relative or
friend) was in an “accident” and is in intensive
care,  f ight ing for  their  l i fe?  Are the car
troubles still THAT important?

What is it you are overly fixated upon that
is so IMPORTANT?  What is motivating you to
fixate upon this “MAJOR” dilemma?  Do you
f ind  tha t  o thers  suf fe r  because  of  the
narrowness of your focus?  The point here is to
he lp  you  ones  become aware  of  a  more
balanced,  broader  p ic ture .   Many of  you,
through your physical actions, show the world
your  lack of  understanding as  to  how the
physical “GAME” works.

YOU are  each  c rea tors  of  your  own
experience and reality.  YOU choose what you
will focus your attention and desire upon.  YOU
choose the path you will  walk in this  l i fe
experience.  All creation is born in the form of
desire.  This desire summons forth the energies
(dimensional forces not limited to a standard
definition of the term) that begin to physically
manifest the heartfelt emotional equivalent to
your desire.

If you desire money, yet you hold anxiety in
your heart while seeking this desire, you will
have greater and greater anxiety along with your
money.  The more money you get, the greater
your anxiety will be.

Likewise ,  i f  you  des i re  an  “ idea l”
relationship, but associate great loneliness in
your heart with this desire, you will summon
forth relationships that leave you feeling lonely.

Hold first the feelings of joy and happiness
in your heart, and from that place state your
desire.  Then you will find that you will begin
manifesting joy and happiness in all aspects of
your experience!

Many of you are in a constant state of
overwhelm, and the pressures of perceived
commitments seem to be building at an ever
increasing rate.  Learn to let go of the belief
that YOU have to do it all.  No, you do not!

Remember your  bas ic  “creat ive
manifestation” lessons, especially about the
Law of Giving and Regiving.  Learn to give
with love in your heart, and so too shall love
be forever regiven to you.  Learn to feel
fulfillment in the most mundane of tasks, and
you will find ever increasing fulfillment in
every other part of your life.

The process  of  c rea t ive  mani fes ta t ion
(whether i t  be positive or negative) is one
which builds momentum and inertia.  There is
always an amplification of the energy (emotion)
that you put into everything you create.

Many of you do not take the time to sit
quie t ly  and conscious ly  fee l  the  emot ions
related to your desires.  When you think about
money, is it an overwhelming feeling of “not
enough”, or is it a feeling of “total abundance
without end”?  When you think about finding
Mr. or Mrs. Right, do you feel “anxiety and
loneliness” about not finding that one, or do
you fee l  a  p leasant  “an t ic ipa t ion  and
excitement”?

Believe it or not, there are many in your
world who don’t worry about such things.
They tend to  keep in mind that  “larger
picture” perspective I mentioned earlier in
this message.   These are the ones whose

flames burn bright with the innate knowing
that the physical experience is to be enjoyed
as a precious gift  and not despised as a
worrisome chore.

Many of you of Ground Crew come from
experiences of advanced thinking and great
balance.  The environment in which you now
find yourselves is one of contradictions, lies,
and outright suppression.  This causes you ones
to be very confused and thus emit a vibrational
frequency that is opposite to that which you
believe you are offering.

Again: do whatever it takes (which means
letting go of worries and fears) for you to get
YOURSELF feeling really good.  And THEN
(and only  then)  s ta te  your  des i res  to  the
universe, and hold the associated feelings of
anticipation and joy in your heart, along with
the conscious desire.  THIS IS THE KEY TO
HAVING A HAPPY AND PRODUCTIVE
LEARNING EXPERIENCE!

We of the Hosts of God bear witness to the
fac t  tha t  MANY of  you  of  our  awakened
Ground Crew entertain such thoughts as: “I
wish I could make my transition (death) NOW,
and get  the hel l  out  of  this  insane mess.”
SUCH THOUGHTS ARE IN DIRECT
CONTRADICTION  TO THOSE OF YOUR
HIGHER KNOWING SELF!

This situation will always cause you to emit
a “jangled” energy signal, for their will be an
inner anxiety associated with such contradicting
thoughts and desires—ALWAYS!  Many of you
ignore your Inner Guidance (emotional signals
offered by your Higher  Self ,  connected to
Source, in response to your conscious thoughts)
and justify the entertainment of the negativity
by saying (or thinking) such things as: “I’ve
had enough!” or “It’s too hard!” or “I can’t take
it anymore!” and “I want to leave!”

These are self-imposed limitations.  You
create a condition that is akin to having a foot
planted almost as firmly on the brake pedal of
your automobile (out of fear) as you do on the
gas.  In this mode of “driving” there’s a lot of
wasted effort and any forward progress is a
much more “painful” and struggling endeavor
than it needs to be.

You are  each co-creators  capable  of
creat ing  p lanets ,  s tars ,  ga laxies ,  and
universes—yet you claim that your present
experience is “too hard”!?!  If this  is too
hard, then you are most definitely not ready
to handle the responsibilities of managing a
planet, solar system, galaxy, or universe—let
alone the responsibility of creating same!

You are each efforting toward a greater
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understanding of your own Inner Potential as an
infinite, creating being born of the mind and
desire of Creator Source.  You each are on a
path of SELF discovery.  As you progress along
your personal pathway, you will begin to realize
the true importance of the basic lessons many of
you are struggling with during these times of
challenge.

All that you learn will be needed and
necessary for  a l l  of  your future  growth
challenges.  There is no end to the cycles of
growth.  There is no end to the expanse of
your being.  You are a facet of Creator God,
manifest in infinite form and infinite desire.

Just as there is no limit to the number of
times you can divide a number or count
forever higher in sequence by adding one to
the previous number, there are no limits to
the Potential of your being—except perhaps
those you conjure in your own mind and hold
for self to be true.

It is a difficult concept for the conscious
physical person to accept, because your physical
environment is one of perceived boundaries and
limitations.  But eventually, if your civilization
does not destroy itself, you will find that ALL
of the “impossible” things will become, one
day, quite possible.  Less than a hundred years
ago the general belief on your planet was that it
was impossible to reach the Moon, let alone
neighboring planets.  Today that limiting belief
has mostly vanished from the consciousness of
man.

One day there will be the vanishment of the
idea that anyone is ever a “victim” of anything,
for  your  soc ie ty  wi l l  move  forward  in

understanding and recognit ion of the inner
worlds of the creative mind and soul—and how
there is a direct correlation between what you
think and feel,  and what manifests in your
experience.  All of you who read, understand,
and apply these concepts, are doing your part to
bring forth this advancement upon your world!

Many of  your  forefront  researchers  are
running into this very phenomenon as they are
us ing  ever  more  sens i t ive  equipment  for
monitoring changes in physical parameters such
as temperature, voltage, light frequency shifts
and such.  Many are quite hesitant to talk about
such “spooky” phenomena, for they would have
to admit to observing a non-physical, mind-
matter interaction—and here you have current
sc ien t i f ic  ph i losophy and  t rue  sp i r i tua l
philosophy bumping into one another!

Please go within and find KNOWING that
the challenges of life you are faced with at this
time in the physical are indeed quite within
your abilities to work with—as well as being
unique, wonderful, and WORTHWHILE!  Each
of you entered your current experience with a
great eagerness and joyful anticipation toward
experiencing during such a unique time as now
exists upon planet Earth.  Besides, you haven’t
even made it to the “good” part yet!

Let  not  the  conscious ,  ego-based fears
paralyze your minds with such negative feelings
as to lead to overwhelm.  You are each infinite
beings who are quite able, at any time, to stand
up and set aside the ego and say, for instance:
“I was wrong to worry about trivial things like
money (or any such physically limiting idea).
I’ve no need for such distractions.  Let me get

on with that which my heart tells me is truly
important!”

Learn to discern what your Guidance is
telling you, and if your Guidance is seemingly
not in harmony with your heart, then ALWAYS
seek clarification within the perfection of God
and Truth.  Sometimes the answer will be to
take an action that you’ve been afraid to take
(but deep down inside you know you should).
Often the answer will  be to recognize and
overcome a  l imi t ing  fear ,  e l se  the  same
situation is bound to repeat and repeat until you
do.  Being honest with self will go a long way
toward  he lp ing  you  to  no t  fa l l  fo r  the
adversarial  “easy way out” of your growth
challenges.

The popular path of the masses around you
is one of external (physical) gratification, not
inner (spiritual) gratification.  First find Peace
and  Balance  wi th in ,  and  you  wi l l  a lways
manifest a solid, balanced foundation for your
external experiences.  Seek always the best
long-term soul-ution, and you will find that
your outer experiences will be infinitely more
satisfying as well.

Be determined and invest  the t ime and
energy to recognize, interpret, and ACT upon
what your Guidance is telling you.  This is
fundamental to maximizing your current growth
experience—especially at this most important
time of a planetary transition event.

I am Ceres Anthonious “Toniose” Soltec,
come as Teacher and Guide.  May you find the
inner fulfillment of your heart’s deepest desires.

In the Light (Pure Energy) of Creator God,
SALU!   

ABOUT THE BOOK

This large collection (over 400 pages + 4
color photos) of popular spiritual writings
from the CONTACT newspaper includes a
detai led introduct ion to the 14 Higher
Authors, plus several commentaries unique
to the purpose of this volume.

The expansive yet compassionate nature
of the messages delivered in WISDOM OF
THE RAYS: The Masters Teach not only
challenges those already firmly committed upon
the spiritual path, but also provides a serious
first step to help ones who are just awakening
to (and inquiring about) the magnificent
Spiritual  Transformation now sensed by many
to be in progress upon this planet.

FROM THE BACK COVER

“Our Elder Brothers from the Higher
Realms of Creation are attempting to
communicate with ALL of us at this time.
Why?  Take a look around you.  The old
ways of doing things aren’t working. Our
planet is enter ing a t ime of massive,
turbulent change and renewal.  To put it
bluntly: we NEED help!  And that’s where
this book comes into the picture. Yes,
eventually ‘the Phoenix will arise from the
ashes’ after this Great Cleansing process,
but the ride could be quite a bumpy one,
especially for those ill-prepared for what
is to happen.

“Just how we choose to deal with such
change is THE question each of us must
confront. Yet confusion swirls everywhere
upon Earth at this time. And restless searchers
cry out for that which may help them cope
with these truly challenging times ahead.  Thus
these messages courtesy of our most loving
Elder Brothers from the Higher Realms of
Creation who are but further along the same
spiritual path we all must eventually walk.”

Phoenix Source Distributors, Inc.
P.O. Box 27353,  Las Vegas, NV  89126

Phone: (800) 800-5565 or (805) 822-9655
Inside US: $18.40, priority ship incl.

Outside US: $25 (US funds), priority ship incl.
 *   *   *

In Canada, phone: (800) 294-5250 or (250) 832-0085
or send CAN $26 to: The Preferred Network, Inc.

P.O. Box 1275,   Salmon Arm, BC    V1E 4P4.

Wisdom Of The Rays: The Masters Teach
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RISE OF ANTICHRIST
�VOL. 2

$6.00      207 Pages    #228

RISE OF ANTICHRIST
�VOL. 3

$6.00    201 Pages     #229

Rise Of Antichrist  Vols. 1-4

RISE OF ANTICHRIST
�VOL. 1

$6.00      198 Pages    #227

BY
GYEORGOS CERES HATONN

A PHOENIX JOURNAL

A   Series

THERE IS NOTHING THAT THE INTERNATIONAL JEW FEARS SO MUCH AS THE TRUTH, OR ANY
HINT OF THE TRUTH ABOUT HIMSELF OR HIS PLANS.  AND, AFTER ALL, THE ROCK OF REFUGE AND
DEFENSE, THE FOUNDATION OF ENDURANCE FOR JEW OR GENTILE MUST BE THE TRUTH.

THERE ARE MANY WAYS TO CHANGE THIS CIRCUMSTANCE UPON YOUR WORLD AND TURN ABOUT INTO
GOODNESS—BUT YOU MUST FIRST LEARN AND KNOW WHAT IS THE FUNDAMENTAL TROUBLE OR WRONG
INVOLVED.  ONLY THEN CAN YOU “FIX” THAT WHICH IS BROKEN OR CORRECT THAT WHICH IS WRONG.

I would like the next series of Journals to be
listed as RISE OF ANTICHRIST.

What will I use to kick off this next informa-
tion?  Some Essays on Antichrist as offered by
Rev. Charles E. Coughlin.  If you know of him,
fine; if not, never mind.  He served well, he un-
derstood, and he can have what rest can be gained
by his work’s purpose and his alliance with God.
You will NOT find this book available anywhere,
probably, so don’t waste your time searching.
This was sent to us to assist Dharma in her own
work, by excellent summarizing which gives YOU
published backup and confirmation.  Is it not
amazing  how
“when the student
i s  ready ,  the
teacher appears” ?
And, isn’t it won-
drous that  when
we are ready to be-
g in  a  new and
touchy topic—the
information flows
like a fountain from
the mountain?

Some topics:
•Ki l le rs  Of

Women And Chil-
dren!

•Sananda: It Is
Time To Awaken
From The Lie

•Vat ican  I I I
Quickly Needed

•War  In  The
Heavens

•War On Earth
•The Militiamen
•The  Myst ica l

Body Of Satan In
Action

•Bi l l  Cl in ton
And The
Rockefellers

•Jerry Falwell ,
Christian?

In this Journal we continue the series entitled
GLOBAL PARASITES [Parts 7-14]—reprinting
the information presented in The Dearborn
Independent in the 1920s entitled The International
Jew and other related topics.

Some Topics:
•Vince Foster; More Zipper Update?
•Princess Di
•Anti-Semitism—Will It Appear In The U.S.?
•Patriot Groups And Biological Agents
•Jewish Question Breaks Into The Magazines
•Clinton Hoodwinked On Iraq Disinformation

Campaign By Mossad
•Arthur Brisbane Leaps To The Help Of Jewry
•Does A Definite Jewish World Program Exist?

RISE OF
ANTICHRIST

This Journal concludes the Rise Of Antichrist
Essays begun in Vol.  1 of this series and
introduces a 3-part series entitled Plot and
Plotters, Anti-Gentilism.  Also in this Journal we
begin the series entitled GLOBAL PARASITES—
reprinting the information presented in The
Dearborn Independent in the 1920s entitled The
International Jew.

Some Topics:
•The Great Betrayal
•The Jew In Character And Business
•Jewish History In The United States
•The Last Ends Of Masonry

�VOL. 4
$6.00      227 Pages     #230

RISE OF ANTICHRIST

In this Journal we continue the series entitled
GLOBAL PARASITES [Part 15-24]—reprinting
the information presented in The Dearborn Inde-
pendent in the 1920s entitled The International Jew.
Some Topics:

•“Jewish” Plan To Split Society By “Ideas”
•Did The Jews Foresee The World Wars
•“When Prophets Speak”
•Is The Jewish “Kahal” The Modern “Soviet”?
•How The “Jewish” Question Touches The Farm
•Does Jewish Power Control The World Press?
•Does This Explain Jewish Political Power?
•The All-Jewish Mark On “Red Russia”
•Jewish Testimony In Favor Of Bolshevism

Why don’t the Jewish controllers make
a big play for shutting down such as
CONTACT and these Journals?  One major
reason is that there have been so many
years of publicity on their activities via
these routes that any assault NOW would
end up with worldwide attention to the
work in progress, namely, giving away
their secret PLANS.  A major court
confrontation would undo THEM, not us,
this time.

—HATONN
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 (Mitochondria)

FOR PROGRAM  STARTING  PACKAGES and  MAINTENANCE
PACKAGES,  BREAD PRODUCTS, MICROWATER TM  ELECTROLYSIS,
BEANS AND LENTILS PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES.

ItemPRICE
PER UNIT Qty.Item

TOTAL
SHIPPING & HANDLING

SUB TOTAL

PLEASE ALLOW 3 TO 6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.

FOR: CA, WA, OR, AZ,
MT, UT, ID, CO, NM,
WY, NV
$ 0-100 $6.00
$ 101-200 $7.00
$ 201-300 $8.00
$ 301-400 $9.00
$ 401-500 $10.00
$ 501-600 $11.00

FOR THE REST OF
CONTINENTAL USA

$ 0-100 $8.00
$ 101-200 $9.00
$ 201-300 $10.00
$ 301-400 $11.00
$ 401-500 $12.00
$ 501-600 $13.00

FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR
ORDERS, PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES AND
MAINTENANCE PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS.

ALASKA & HAWAII PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES
NOTE:
     For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for rates.
     For Priority Mail to any locations, please call for rates.
     All Foreign orders, please contact our office in writing
     for specific rates as rates vary greatly.
     When ordering cases of product call for shipping rates.

**
**

**

**

** SHIPPING & HANDLING RATES:

Name

Street Address

Daytime Phone No.

Credit Card No. (Visa, Master Card or Discover)

Date

(Please Print)

Expiration Date

City/Town State/Prov. Zip Code

Signature For Credit Card Orders

Order by Mail Order by Phone

1 (702) 263-5181 FAX
1 (800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242)

$
$

New Gaia Products
P.O. Box 27710

Las Vegas, NV 89126

1998  Order Form

New Gaia Products

Amount

TOTAL ENCLOSED

Please make  all checks and

money orders payable to:

New Gaia Products
P.O. Box 27710

Las Vegas
NV 89126

SALES TAX

GAIANDRIANA
40.00
20.00$

$
16 oz.

 32 oz.

$
$

LIQUID

AQUAGAIA
LIQUID

16 oz.
 32 oz. 32 oz. 32 oz. 32 oz. 32 oz.

20.00
40.00

GAIALYTE  1 liter
2 liters

8.50
15.00

KOMBUCHA  TEA BREEZE 1 liter
2 liters

3.50$
$ 6.00

KOMBUCHA  TEA VINEGAR  16 oz. 6.00$

CARBRAGAIA 8 oz. $ (FIBRINO-CARTILAGE)

BEVERAGE POWDERMELLOREAM 3.25 lb 15.00$

— 30 Day Supply

“3 IN 1” GRAPE SEED EXTRACT 60 CAPSULES 18.00$

“4 IN 1” WILD YAM EXTRACT  60 CAPSULES 22.00$

  180 TABLETS180 TABLETS180 TABLETS180 TABLETS180 TABLETSA-C-E Anti-Oxidant Formula 24.95$

CHLORELLA       300 TABLETS/500mg. EA.300 TABLETS/500mg. EA.300 TABLETS/500mg. EA.300 TABLETS/500mg. EA.300 TABLETS/500mg. EA. 21.00$

ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS 90 TABLETS 24.50$

GAIATRIM 35.00$

GINKGO BILOBA  180 TABLETS 24.95$ (24% Extract)

OLIVE LEAF 60 TABLETS $24.00

OLIVE LEAF EXTRACT
by James R. Privitera, M.D.

 35 PG.
BOOKLET

2.75$

60 CAPSULES 6.00$RARE EARTH CAPSULES
POSLIN CAPSULES 60 CAPSULES 6.00$

ALOE  PLUS  77 60 CAPSULES/450mg. EA.
16.95$

Alfalfa & Minerals
30.00$90 CAPSULESALOE FREEZE DRIED CAPS

S&H
included

8.50

PRICE
PER UNIT Qty. Amount

PLEASE  USE THE SHIPPING  RATE CHART  (located on the top of this order
form)  WHEN  CALCULATING  SHIPPING FOR ALL New Gaia Products.

Nevada Residents only: add 7%

✴✴✴✴✴

NONI 60 CAPSULES

MEGA-MULTI VITAMINS
$

$
22.00
11.00

Whole Leaf Aloe Vera Concentrate
 (10X STRENGTH)

$

1 liter $  18.00

 SUPER OXY    (CHERRY-BERRY)     (CRANBERRY-APPLE) 1 quart 18.00

BODY BOOSTER 32 oz. 20.00$

LIQUID LIFE 32 oz. 22.00$

GAIAGLO  LOTION  4 oz. $20.00

HORSETAIL TINCTURE 2 oz. 8.00$

GAIA VITE Colloidal Multi-Vitamin & Mineral     2 oz. 10.00$

16 oz.

 2 oz.

32 oz.  96.00
56.00
10.00$

$
$

GAIACOL
Colloidal Silver with trace minerals & Trace Gold

suspended in a distilled water fluid

GAIAGOLD
Colloidal Gold 16 oz.

32 oz. 192.00
112.00

20.00$

$

 2 oz.
$

GAIA DHEA 2 oz. 20.00$Colloidal  Dehydroepiandrosterone

Colloidal CopperGAIA CU-29 2 oz. 10.00$

Colloidal Titanium 2 oz. 20.00GAIA TI-22 $

2 oz.GAIALIFE COLLOIDAL MINERALS 121++ 10.00$

$
$
$

8.00
45.00
75.00

OXYSOL Trace minerals & Colloidal Silver
suspended in Hydrogen Peroxide

  2 oz.2 oz.2 oz.2 oz.2 oz.

32 oz.

ALKALINE/ACIDIC WATER SYSTEM

1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)

4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix

8.00$

$

✴✴✴✴✴

$

 5.00

12.50

$
$

VORTEX KIT

MAINTENANCE PACKAGE

80.00

$1100.00

1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
1 Bottle AquaGaia (1 qt.)

2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix

5 Audio-cassettes

PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGE

GAIASPELT  KERNELS   4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
10 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

✴✴✴✴✴

$

2 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

 4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
GAIASPELT  FLOUR

WHOLE GRAIN
✴✴✴✴✴

GAIASPELT
BREAD MIX  (Pure Spelt)

 (Whole Wheat & Spelt)✴✴✴✴✴

(FACTORY BLEMISHED/REFURBISHED)

HITACHI (HB101) BREAD MACHINE✴✴✴✴✴

3.50$

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND TRAVEL PACK 15.00$

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

SUCROSE___   STARCH___

NICOTINE___    CAFFEINE___    ALCOHOL___

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND 2 oz.

each

6.00$

GULF WAR SYNDROME “Starter Kit” $

GAIACLEANSE KIT
Individual components sold seperately—call for prices

14-DAY PARASITE PROGRAM 48.00$

260.00

$

$ 5.00

10.008 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

2.50

130.00

MiCROWATER TM ELECTROLYSIS

$ 50.00ADZUKI  BEANS      50-LB BAG

RED LENTILS          50-LB BAG

✴✴✴✴✴

✴✴✴✴✴

30 CAPSULES

ALOE JUICE

16 oz.

No Longer

Available

No Longer Available
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73.  RELATIVE CONNECTIONS VOL.I
74.  MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE UNFOLDED VOL. II
75.   TRUTH AND CONSEQUENCES  VOL. III
76.  SORTING THE PIECES VOL. IV
77.  PLAYERS IN THE GAME
78.   IRON  TRAP AROUND AMERICA
79.  MARCHING TO   ZOG
80.  TRUTH  FROM  THE   ZOG BOG
81.  RUSSIAN ROULETTE
82.  RETIREMENT RETREATS
83.  POLITICAL  PSYCHOS
84.  CHANGING  PERSPECTIVES
85.  SHOCK   THERAPY
86.  MISSING  THE  LIFEBOAT??
87.  IN  GOD’S  NAME  AWAKEN!
88.  THE ADVANCED DEMOLITION  LEGION
89.  FOCUS OF DEMONS
90.  TAKING OFF THE BLINDFOLD
91.  FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH
92.  WALK  A  CROOKED  ROAD WITH THE CROOKS
93.  CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND OTHER  PLAGUES
94.  WINGING IT....
95.  HEAVE-UP (Phase One)
96.  HEAVE-HO (Phase Two)
97.  HEAVE ’EM  OUT (Phase Three)
98.  ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER LAND?
99.  USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN CONSPIRACY
100. BUTTERFLIES, MIND CONTROL—THE RAZOR’S EDGE
101. THE BREATHING DEAD AND CEMENT CHILDREN
102. SACRED WISDOM
103. CONFRONT  THE  NOW CREATE  THE  FUTURE
104. FIRST STEPS
105. AMERICA IN PERIL—AN UNDERSTATEMENT!
107. RING AROUND THE ROSIE...!
130. TRACKING DOWN THE KILLER
      “AND OTHER FORMS OF MURDER” (The Health Book)
222. BIRTHING  THE  PHOENIX  VOL. 1;
223. BIRTHING  THE  PHOENIX  VOL. 2;
224. BIRTHING  THE  PHOENIX  VOL. 3;
225. BIRTHING  THE  PHOENIX  VOL. 4
227. RISE OF ANTICHRIST  VOL. 1;
228. RISE OF ANTICHRIST  VOL. 2;
229. RISE OF ANTICHRIST  VOL. 3;
230. RISE OF ANTICHRIST  VOL. 4

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT
JOURNALS, BOOKS, ETC.,

MENTIONED IN THIS
NEWSPAPER, PLEASE INQUIRE:

PHOENIX JOURNALS LIST
THESE WORKS ARE  A  SERIES  CALLED  THE  Phoenix   Journals  AND  HAVE  BEEN  WRITTEN  TO  ASSIST  MAN TO

BECOME AWARE OF LONG-STANDING  DECEPTIONS  AND  OTHER  MATTERS  CRITICAL  TO HIS SURVIVAL AS  A  SPECIES
AT THIS TIME.  SINGLE Journals  ARE  $6.00;  ANY 4 Journals ARE $5.50 EACH;  10 OR MORE Journals  ARE  $5.00  EACH
(Shipping extra—see right.)

is published by
CONTACT, Inc.
 P.O. Box 27800

Las Vegas, NV  89126
Phone: (800) 800-5565

PHOENIX SOURCE
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.

P.O. Box 27353
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126

(or call)
1-800-800-5565

(Mastercard, VISA,
Discover)

PLEASE   NOTE:
CONTACT and Phoenix Source

Distributors are NOT the
same!  Checks sent for

JOURNALS or book orders
should NOT be made out to

CONTACT—and
vice versa.

THE PHOENIX EDUCATOR
CONTACT:

805-822-0202
As an adjunct to CONTACT, the

Telephone Hotline keeps you as
informed as possible on current
events and other important
information  that  needs to get to our
subscribers before our publishing
date.

The message machine will
answer after 2 rings if  there are any
new messages for that day, and after
4 rings if not. Thus daily callers can
hang up after 2 rings and save toll
charges if no new message has been
recorded.  If the Hotline does not
answer your call, then there is
currently no Hotline message.

Phoenix Source
Distributors
SHIPPING
CHARGES:

TELEPHONE
HOTLINE
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Miscellaneous copies of individual back issues are $3.00 each copy
Shipping is included in the price for U.S. orders

Foreign please call or write for additional shipping charges
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1.  SIPAPU ODYSSEY
2.  AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME IMMANUEL....
3.  SPACE-GATE,  THE VEIL REMOVED
4.  SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER
5.  FROM  HERE  TO  ARMAGEDDON
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
9.  SATAN’S DRUMMERS
10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL
11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX
21. CREATION, THE SACRED UNIVERSE
38. THE DARK CHARADE
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE...VOL. I
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE...VOL. II
41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A PLANET—ZIONISM IS RACISM
42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE
43. TANGLED WEBS  VOL. I
44. TANGLED WEBS  VOL. II
45. TANGLED WEBS  VOL. III
46. TANGLED WEBS  VOL. IV
48. TANGLED WEBS  VOL. V
49. TANGLED WEBS  VOL. VI
50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I
51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII
53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX
54. THE FUNNEL’S NECK
55. MARCHING TO ZION
56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY
57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000—DIVINE PLAN VOL.II
58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO THE PIT OF FIRE
59. “REALITY” ALSO HAS A DRUM-BEAT!
60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS
61. PUPPY-DOG TALES
62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY
63. THE BEST OF TIMES
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN
65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE
66. ULTIMATE  PSYCHOPOLITICS
67.  THE BEAST AT WORK
68.  ECSTASY TO AGONY
69.  TATTERED PAGES
70.  NO THORNLESS ROSES
71.  COALESCENCE
72.  CANDLELIGHT

Opinions  of  the  CONTACT contributors
are their own  and  do not necessarily reflect
those of the CONTACT staff or management.

Editorial Policy

USA (except Alaska & Hawaii)
  UPS-$3.75 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l

  Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
  Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
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  Airbook-$4.50 1st title, $2.00 ea add'l

FOREIGN
  Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add'l
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(Please allow 3-4 weeks for delivery
on all book orders)
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